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Abstract
We believe there to be a possible problem with Enterprise Architecture, in that in using
standardizations such as frameworks stifles creativity and innovations, focusing on ITenvironments. This assumption is not new as there already are thoughts in existence on this
subject, each side discussing if there is a fault or not. Out of our own interest we delve deeper
into the subject of Enterprise Architecture to see if there is any truth in our assumption and to see
if there is anything anyone can do to compensate or solve this perceived problem. We look into
what Enterprise Architecture consists of and examine four different popular frameworks
associated with it: TOGAF, FEA, Gartner and Zachman. We learn about creativity in Information
Systems organizations and its connection to IT. Our research strategy for this thesis is deduction
together with two separate phases, one phase is exploratory and the other descriptive. We
examine the nature of creativity and innovation, there too with an emphasis on IT. In order to find
out if our assumption is correct we seek out literature, articles and other sources of information
on innovations, creativity and frameworks. Armed with this information we seek out and perform
interviews with people from large commercial organizations who have hands-on work experience
working with Enterprise Architecture in order to see if our assumptions have any form of validity
and to gain some insight into the subject matter. The method components for this thesis are
literature review, document study and interviews. Analyzed with the help of SWOT we use the
data gathered from the interviews to gain a visual representation of the results, to see the pros and
cons of Enterprise Architecture. The results show that supplements or tools are used in order to
produce or support business innovations, using departments, business related social networks or
techniques to compensate. Hampering factors for business innovation can be internal conflicts,
struggles between different groups for different EA solutions. Promoting business innovation
through EA can come from mixing framework bits together, giving the result of a flexible and
adaptive framework. It can also come from acting as a common language and a bridge between
different hierarchies. EA aids with difficult decisions, evaluating which alternatives for
realization and the order services are realized. Meetings can be used to compensate the lack of
creativity and innovation rising from EA. A negative consequence of EA can occur during
implementation of things related to EA in larger companies. No examples of companies that
failed with creating business innovation in their IT with EA were found.
Keywords: Enterprise Architecture, Innovation, Creativity, Frameworks, Standardization,
SWOT
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1 Introduction
This part of the report is written to give the reader a clear view on what type of problem we have
chosen to research and gives us a chance to be able to elaborate on why we believe this is a valid
research option, other than our own motivations.

1.1 Background description
When we decided that our research topic should involve Enterprise Architecture (which we
hereby will abbreviate to EA) it was due to our own personal beliefs that we had found a line of
argument, a connection between business innovation with regards to Information Technology
(from now on referred to as IT) and EA, and it was our interest in the subject that led us to pursue
further. What we believed was that there perhaps was a possibility for EA hampering or at least
slowing down business innovation with regards to IT, and we did find some management
consultants such as Charles Araujo (2010) a President and Managing Consultant of CastlePointe
(a provider to Fortune 2000 firms), a management consulting firm specializing in leading IT
transformation efforts; claiming the very same idea we have but proposing a solution to the
problem, by refocusing how EA interacts with the business strategy. This solution is however
divided into three steps, and seems quite difficult as there is no guarantee of its success. We also
found some counter-arguments claiming the opposite, Lankhorst (2005) claiming that a wellstructured organization hampering innovation is a misconception. According to Charles Araujo
(2010) EA has in the last decade grown to be a very popular concept for many different actors on
the market and continues to be such. It is in the light of this that we find ourselves thinking that
perhaps there is something that might be missing from EA, business innovation with regards to
IT. We have chosen to further educate ourselves on the subject at hand, EA, by studying about
the four most prominent frameworks within EA according to Ekstedt and Johnson (2007).
These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA)
The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF)
The Zachman Framework for Enterprise Architectures
Gartner

Our main source of information for this will be the course literature used in our College
Universities‟ own Informatics course System Architectures which is regarded as a continued
study in the subject.
Among our supplemental sources of suitable information for this study are various academic
articles and the interviews we will be conducting.
As mentioned previously our impression is that there is perhaps a possibility for EA to hamper or
at least slow down business innovation with regards to IT. What we have found is that there is
something that can be used as a supplement for EA to better support business innovation, with
regards to IT, called Business Model Innovation (Hereby shortened to BMI) developed by
Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur (2010). BMI was created to be used as a tool for
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promoting creative thinking and developing new business ideas instead of taking the more wellrecognized alternatives when developing new IT and Information Systems (Hence-forth simply
called IS). It is our initial belief that one maybe has to strive more towards the likes of
Osterwalder‟s and Pigneur‟s BMI and other means in order to achieve the business innovation
that was initially expected. We will also be using another reference for BMI to supplement the
information we gain from the abovementioned book, an article written by Osterwalder A.,
Pigneur Y. and Tucci L. C (2005), which clarifies the concept of business models, its uses and its
role in Information Systems.
While our initial belief is that standardization, such as the use of frameworks, may lead to a
worse environment for innovative thinking and adaptability with regards to IT, we will need
something in order to counter-balance this argument. For this purpose we have taken a look at a
book by J. Daniel Couger (1996). His book promotes the use of techniques in order to promote
creativity and innovation, which should aid us in gaining another perspective on our perceived
problem.
The abovementioned book also delves into the nature of creativity, clearing up several myths,
stating that creativity is not something that just shows up but is the result of working structurally
through the use of techniques. Creativity for an Information System profession is according to his
book, something that brings something new to the table, something unique and adds utility or
value. He also discusses that everyone has different blockages that stop us from being fully
creative in our work, these come in the form of: perceptual, conceptual, emotional, cultural,
environmental and intellectual. His identified techniques are not limited only to be used in the
workplace, but can also be used for everyday things or things that are part of your routine. These
techniques are used to reawaken dormant creativity in the participants. The techniques are split
into two different types: Analytical and Intuitive.
In order to try to have some way of analyzing our findings we intend to use the well-known
SWOT analysis used by Hedman and Kalling (2002) as a means for better understanding our
findings, and also to simplify our presentation of the result for the benefit of the reader. It is a
very simple, yet effective way of dividing the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
into different columns inside a matrix into a model. Emphasis on SWOT will not be on the
framework itself, but rather its ability to divide, categorize and present the data for better analysis
and presentation.
"Essential Layers, Artifacts, and Dependencies of Enterprise Architecture" written by Winter R.
and Fischer R. (2006), which identifies essential elements of Enterprise Architecture; will serve
as a part of the theoretical foundation for our knowledge and understanding of EA together with
Eksted and Johnson (2007).
An article written by Couger, Higgins and McIntyre (1993) discusses the neglecting of creativity
in literature regarding information systems, with conditions needed to be developed before you
can help the organization become more creative, through the use of creativity techniques.
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1.2 Background information on the writers
There will be challenges along the way that will slow down our progress, among them will be
avoiding going into management or economics and keeping our report firmly planted in
informatics. Another challenge is our own inexperience with the subject matter will be something
we will have to overcome by gaining enough knowledge about the subjects without delving too
deep since this would not benefit us or the study, due to that we have a limited time in which we
can perform this research.
The researchers behind this thesis are two students, Mikael Händling and Christoffer Callegård
from Högskolan i Borås, situated in Sweden. In the beginning of this thesis they have no personal
knowledge of the subject, but have studied informatics for little over three years, which will
prove to be useful during writing and research.

1.3 Initial Description of Concepts
Here is a list of our initial concepts and short descriptions:
Architectural artifact is according to Sessions R. (2007) a report, analysis, model, a specific
document or something else tangible that contributes to an architectural description.
Business Model Canvas (abbreviated BMC) is a tool used that allows for creativity, analysis,
understanding and discussion, Osterwalder A. and Pigneur Y. (2010).
Enterprise Architecture is a definition of an enterprise-wide framework and components that
focuses on incorporating strategic business thinking, information assets, and technical
infrastructure of the enterprise. It is supported by Architecture and the allied architectures of;
Business, Information, Technology and Solution Architectures, California Office of Systems
Integration (2008).
Creative Problem Solving Model (CPS) - contains a number of techniques to improve the
company‟s creativity, Couger Daniel J (1996).
Architecture Framework is what we understand as a way to organize the structure and point-ofview of Enterprise Architecture, describes the architectural artifacts and it‟s relation to each
other.
Negative consequences, missing out on opportunities that leave you in the dust of your
competitors since you were unable to adapt quick enough to the changing possibilities of the
market.
Innovation is important for companies that want to have an upper hand in an ever changing
market and IT is no different when it comes to this. With innovation we mean a new product,
service or a new method for doing things.
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New Business Ideas are what come from innovations and can be lost if they are not taken care
of.
Standardizations, in this case we mean approved ways of doing things that are meant to help
companies reach certain goals.
Business Model Innovation is a process of creation of a business that allows you to “understand,
design and differentiate your business model”; definition is according Osterwalder A. and
Pigneur Y. (2010).
Information Technology (IT) is the general term used for describing anything that has to do
with computer software, hardware, programming languages and information systems, i.e.
everything that has anything to do with data.
Information System (IS) is using the IT in order to build something based on user activities to
support different processes, management and decision making that is sought after.

1.4 Previous Research within the Area
There has been some previous research into this field done by Lankhorst, M (2005) concluded
that frameworks and standardization leading to hampering of innovation is a misconception,
which is something proving the opposite of our allegation. Another contributor within the area is
the already mentioned Araujo, C (2010), who claims that the problem is indeed there and has
grown substantially but also states that the solution is within the EA itself, which is something we
look forward to further look into.
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1.5 Study Problem
This part of the report is for showcasing our perceived problem which we are going to analyze
and expand upon as we delve deeper into the subject.

Figure 1 - Here is a simplified model of our understanding of the problem, shown below:

As seen above there seems to be a gap between the leaders and the strategists, promoting the
Business Strategy to the EA-team which in turn affects the IT. This is achieved by overuse of
policies and frameworks in a complex organization in a dynamic and flexible market with many
potential replacements around the corner. How then can this gap between the two blocks be
reconnected? By suggestion from Araujo, C (2010) there is a three pronged solution, but isn‟t
something that is easily achieved. Can there perhaps be a better suited tool for supplementing this
much needed connection?
The problem that we are presenting in this study could almost be seen as a paradox where
companies that use EA want to follow Frameworks and Standardize. This standardization leads to
that they follow certain predetermined methods. By working after standardized methods we do
not foster the growth of business innovations with regard to IT (Being unable to adapt quickly
enough to the possibilities of the environment around or think out of the box). Business
innovations with regard to IT do not work well when paired with a standardized way of
performing things. In figure 1 we tried to illustrate this problem, as well as show our area of
interest by identifying our perceived problem area.
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What we mean by paradox is that the use of frameworks, techniques and methods are used in
order to become a more effective force on the market by using standardization as a tool for
reducing complexity by Araujo, C (2010). However, too strict adherence to the framework could
make you blind or unable to react in a way that benefits you when you the market changes, like
when a new opportunity becomes apparent (like Skype(r) or Spotity(r)). Meaning that you may
be trying to create an environment for innovative thinking, but by following a certain set of rules
in order to do so may not be the most beneficial for your company. This often leads to a gap
between the people responsible for the business strategy promoting the innovation for IT and EA.
The first wants to promote something new and complex, and the later wants to simplify and
homogenize. We have chosen to make a model to illustrate better on how our efforts in the study
will be placed. Q1 will stand for our primary question as mentioned in chapter 1.5.

Figure 2 - An attempt at explaining our approach to solving this paradox
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1.6 Research Questions
As all studies should do, we pose questions that we seek the answers to. This main question and
several lesser ones, sub-questions will guide us when working on this study.
Our main research question is:
1. What are the hazards and possibilities of Enterprise Architecture?
By asking this we seek to gain knowledge about answers such queries as, which potential
supplements are there for Enterprise Architecture that produce or support business innovations in
IT-organizations, and how can EA hamper business innovation in IT organizations?
Regarding our study problems described in 1.5
We have chosen to pursue the following research questions in order to reach the answers that
pushes us one step closer to answering our main question, and thus our sub-queries that are
included in this study are:
2. In what ways can EA promote business innovation in IT-organizations?
3.1 What are the possible positive consequences of using EA to create business innovation with
regards to IT?
3.2 What are the possible negative consequences of using EA to create business innovation with
regards to IT?
4. Which companies that have tried to create business innovation with regards to IT through EA
have failed?
We will use our sub-queries as a lever for reaching our main question.

1.7 Purpose of the Study
This is where we will describe the purpose of the study and our own motivations behind writing
it.
The main goal of this study is to find out in what ways EA potentially hampers or at least slows
down business innovation with regards to IT. Hand-in-hand with the overall goal of this study is a
need to satisfy our own personal goals, to satisfy our own curiosity on the subject matter.
Together with the main goal, not including our personal goals, we also have a second very
important goal which is to find out in what ways EA might support business innovation with
regards to IT. We can find our answers by pursuing our main question together with our subqueries in order to serve our purpose of finding out if our belief that EA might hamper business
innovation with regards to IT is true or not. If our belief is indeed correct we may have to rethink
the way we create, develop and apply new business strategies in the company‟s IT structure. Our
research is thought to try to acknowledge that there is indeed a need to worry about the loss of
innovation with overuse of EA in your IT organization.
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1.8 The expected results of the study
The expected result of the study is to find out if standardizations, such as frameworks and EA can
hamper business innovation with regards to IT, or perhaps to see if there is room for creating an
environment where innovation and creativity can come to life through the means of frameworks
and standardization within IT. We also need to establish that innovation suffers with excessive
focus on EA. We expect that perhaps EA is capable of supporting innovation with the aid of
supplements such as BMI.

1.9 Delimitations of the study
We will in our study go into the fields of Informatics, business strategy, business innovation,
frameworks and standardization. By having such a wide field of study it is a necessity to carefully
choose what to study and what to not in order to not overreach and instead lose focus of the
intended study, which is primarily about Informatics, IT. Since EA has its roots in trying to better
accommodate the upper management's demands and wishes within IT, we think we have
anchored our research within Informatics pretty well.

Figure 3 - The model above illustrates what area we will attempt to limit ourselves to.
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1.10 Target groups and knowledge contribution
The end result of the research, that will be done during the process of the thesis, will not only
help us satisfy our own curiosity regarding the subject, but also be of some use for people who
are researching the topic themselves, if only to give a different perspective on Business
Innovation and Enterprise Architecture.
We feel that this may be of interest to anyone curious as we are about the popular topic EA and
its connection to Business Innovation with regards to IT, but just as us have little knowledge of
the topic itself.
Knowledge contribution is in the form of confirming or disproving our belief that EA hampers or
at least slows down the business innovation with regards to IT.
The thesis‟s result may be used as a background for further study within the subject, whether it‟s
now, or later, as the topic is widely discussed, and it is our aim that we might shed some light on
an area perhaps overshadowed by EA.

1.11 Thesis outline
Here we will attempt to outline the structure of the thesis. The thesis will contain several chapters
with different purposes. We will briefly summarize the purpose and possible content of each
chapter here.
Introduction
This chapter contains the introductory section of the thesis and is meant to give the reader some
understanding about the different aspects of the thesis. It starts with a background description
containing the purpose of this thesis and briefly what sources we will be using for this study. It
contains background information on the writers, giving some information about the people
behind this thesis. This is followed by a list of initial descriptions and concepts, meant to aid the
reader understand what we mean when we use or otherwise reference these concepts. There are
also clarifications on the study‟s problem that we have perceived and want to solve. The purpose
of the study is explained. The introduction chapter will explain what results we believe we will
get from the study, what delimitation's we have placed on the study, what target groups (who this
study is for) and contributions of knowledge it does. The chapter will also outline the overall
structure of the thesis.
Method
This chapter will detail the methods that will be used in the thesis. Here we will explain what
methods we have chosen, what purpose these methods hold to the study, what these methods do
and what reasoning we have for choosing these particular methods. Other than this the method
chapter will also contain our strategies, perspectives, approaches, motivations and various
methods related to data.
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Theoretical background
Here we aim to find enough substantial information about the different areas described in figure
3. We want to cover as wide as an area as possible in order to be better prepared for the different
interpretations and used theories out in the real world. In order to do this we first start off with
covering the main subject within the thesis, namely Enterprise Architecture, we first start by
dissecting what EA really is, and then follows-through by going further into the different
interpretations of EA that are out there and widely used, the so called Frameworks. Each
Framework will be treated equally in the sense of information gathering, although it is bound the
be one more favored than the other in the survey performed later on. As we have already
mentioned we believe that supplements might be used for helping with the creativity in EA, and
we will therefore try to cover this by also going into the Business Model Canvas, developed by
Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur. For handling the structure and creativity that might
exist through the use of organizing we will use theories by Couger Daniel J (1996) in his book
Creativity and Innovation - in Information Systems Organizations. These aim to explain how you
can keep the creativity even though you have a standardized way of doing things. We also go into
further detail about the Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) works, and
how it will help us finding our relevant data and present it accordingly. We will as well describe
the process of our information gathering by going into our Literature Review, and what that
entails.
Empirical Survey
The Empirical Survey chapter begins with our explanation of the purpose of the data gathered,
explaining how it will be used. After this chapter we go into detail discussing our choice of
sampling. The final part of the chapter handles the interviews, beginning with an introduction
explaining the procedure that we followed, how we formulated our questions, what we used to
record our interviews and how the data we gathered was handled. The chapter concludes with
descriptions of what occurred during each individual interview with highlights of answers to
questions or relevant concepts.
Analysis and Result
The analysis and result chapter being with our empirical research results, sorting our findings
under our research questions where we see a connection. Afterwards we place our findings into
SWOT-grids, divided into per interviewee and as a summary, which is done in order to gain an
overview of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats; shown in a following chapter. We
explain the procedure we will follow for our analysis, discussing the reasoning how we will use
SWOT. After these two chapters the analysis itself begins, beginning which each company, with
the results placed into SWOT-grids and ending with a Cross-Case SWOT. The final part of the
chapter contains a visual summation of the results of the analysis in the form of a diagram,
ending with a textual summation divided into each research question.
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Discussion
In this chapter we discuss the results that we have gained from the thesis, going into the
conclusions that we draw from our theoretical and empirical findings together with the analysis.
We also look into the implications our findings may have for Informatics and evaluate our
methods and subsequent results. We also cover if there are possibilities to generalize what we
have discovered ending with our ideas on how continued research might take its form.
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2 Method
This part of the report is dedicated to explaining how we are going too performed in our study,
what things we will do in order to create a thesis that can stand on its own merits.

2.1 Knowledge strategy
Our knowledge characteristic is based on previous internal discussions and workshops. The
workshops were done as support for our creation of the report dedicated for our planning of the
thesis. From the research that will be done in this thesis we will attempt to validate that the results
we gain correspond with certain predetermined characteristics according to Goldkuhl, G (2011).
These characteristics include: Explanatory Knowledge, Critical Knowledge, Guiding Knowledge
and Categorical Knowledge. These are different types of knowledge that you can strive for and
each has different purposes.
Here is a brief explanation of the knowledge characteristic we have chosen.


Explanatory Knowledge is knowledge that explains, mostly about why things are as they
are. This could be what using EA leads to in relation to business innovation and why
something is what it is, a causal relation.

This characteristic will allow us to gain an understanding on our subject of research and will help
us with choosing our scientific perspective later in chapter 2.2.
By choosing this particular knowledge we look into how other people perceive Enterprise
Architecture, gaining a new perspective and allowing us to interpret the different variables
(Goldkuhl (2011)).
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2.2 Scientific perspective
2.2.1 Research approach
When performing a study you should choose a research approach, of which we learnt of two of
them; positivism and hermeneutics. For the purposes of this study we have hermeneutics as our
approach, knowledge of which we gained from previous course literature by Patel, R. and
Davidson, B. (2003).
In chapter 2.1 we stated that we are seeking to understand and interpret the subject of research in
pursuit of explanatory knowledge, this goes very well hand in hand with the research approach
hermeneutics further explained below.
First we will start with a short description of hermeneutics and positivism. Hermeneutics, which
according to Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003), is a research approach where the researcher
attempts to study, interpret and understand human actions and thinking in the same way as one
interprets and understand text. Positivism is focused on a scientific, objective, approach. Patel, R.
and Davidson, B. (2003), says that hermeneutics could be said to be the opposite of positivism, in
that it is subjective rather than objective. According to Oates, B. J. (2006) Positivism is usually
associated with natural sciences through what is known as the scientific method, such as physics,
chemistry and biology. The scientific method assumes that world can be investigated objectively
due to the world‟s regularity.
A researcher choosing hermeneutics as a research approach will start from their own
understanding of the problem that they have chosen. Someone who has chosen hermeneutics will
likely try to gain an understanding of the whole, but unlike the positivist will be able to switch
between viewing the subject as a whole and as a part of a whole.
The reason we have chosen this is that the data we are likely to collect will be from interviews
and literature (articles, books etc.), based more around opinions rather than facts. As we will we
will receive a lot of our information from such sources, i.e. from the people we interview, and to
be able to interpret the information we get, we are in need of a way of approaching that enables
us to better understand what the interviews entail by studying the actions as well as the answers,
we chose to perform a qualitative study.
In order to understand the interviewees‟ thoughts on the subject we to will interpret the data we
have gathered from our interviews, this promotes the usage of hermeneutics, due to its focus on
interpretation of human interaction. The holistic viewpoint is needed as well as we will perform
three different interviews, together with several sources of information, these all needs to be
combined for displaying a bigger picture of the whole, as no conclusions can come from a single
case or single theory. This is why we choose to combine a hermeneutic thinking with the holistic
viewpoint. Another way of looking at it, is by going through our sub- research questions and
gaining more and more knowledge in order to answer our primary research question, this is
displayed in figure 2.
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2.2.2 Research strategy
When you perform a study it is good that you have knowledge of what type of research strategy
you are working with. Our understanding of the research strategies come from course literature
by Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003) as well as Oates, B. J. (2006). One of our research strategies
we have chosen is deduction. The other research strategies are induction and abduction. We will
describe the different strategies briefly below and why we have chosen deduction.
Having deduction as a research strategy means that you work deductively, meaning that you use
theory to confirm something in reality. This is done according to Patel, R. and Davidson, B.
(2003) by selecting from existing theories on the subject of your choice and gaining a hypothesis;
this is later tested to see if the theory matches reality.
Induction is when the researcher works without basing it on previous theories, working
empirically instead, before formulating their own theory on the subject and they let data „speak‟
to them as Oates, B. J. (2006) put it.
Abduction is a hybrid of induction and deduction in that the researcher starts off by working
inductively and finishing by working deductively.
Each of these research strategies has several benefits and risks involved. An example of the
benefits and risks of working with abduction according to Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003)
could be that they benefit from not being “locked” into working purely inductively or deductively
but instead run the risk of trapping themselves by choosing a subject that they have past
experiences in and locks out other interpretations.
Our research which consists of us starting with theory and testing it out on reality to see if we are
right in our assumptions meaning that we will perform a deductive research, but not exclusively
as we will set foot in not only one strategy but we also another, because we will create models
and interpret the result, thus it will also be partially inductive.
There are several different types of studies that can be done. Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003) as
well as Oates, B. J. (2006) takes up examples of these with descriptions of each. The ones we are
going to do in this study are the Exploratory and the Descriptive types.
Exploratory: This type of study is one that is used to collect as much knowledge as possible about
a certain subject, allowing you to see the subject from different perspectives.
Descriptive: This type of study is prevalent when there is a certain amount of knowledge that has
converted into models. Studies of this type are usually focused parts that are of particular interest.
An example of this could be a study of the situation of EA at the time of writing.
During the study we are going to use the study types Exploratory and Descriptive as part of our
research strategy, divided into two different phases which will serve different functions. The first
phase, the exploratory, will attempt to answer our sub-queries. The second phase will be
descriptive in its nature and will aid us in answering and research our main question.
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We will perform a short description of what each phase entails, and we will do so with our
understanding of descriptions that Oates, B. J. (2006) and Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003)
speak of.
We have chosen exploratory and descriptive for our scientific perspective because we believe that
in order to answer our main question we will first need to get answers to our sub-queries and then
follow up with a descriptive phase for answering our primary research question.
In order to better illustrate this, we have made an easy to understand model shown to the right.

Figure 4 - An attempt at explaining our approach and different phases of the thesis
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2.3 A quantitative or a qualitative method?
As Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003) explains there are two different methods to choose from
when researching. These methods are qualitative and quantitative.
Qualitative researching method is often applied when the research is done through a flexible
structure, the scientist tries to study and understand a phenomenon through someone else, other
than the scientist himself. It is also applied in situations where only one, or a few cases are
studied at depth, and also in analysis and interpretation of all non-numeric data such as words
(texts) and images according to Oates, B. J. (2006). This is often done by taking notes from an
interview, or recordings, observations etc. done on sight.
We chose a qualitative method in regards to the type of data we are going to collect, namely
through interviews, various texts and empirical observations. As we feel our research is not set in
stone and needs to be flexible in all parts of the thesis, our method of choice is Qualitative as it
better serves our requirements of working method including a lot of text to analyze.
As we will interpret our collected data from our interactions with interview subjects,
hermeneutics is associated with qualitative research, Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003) and is
therefore a fitting choice for our research. It is not only our research strategy, hermeneutics that
suits a qualitative research, but also the choice of seeking an explanatory knowledge, which
purpose is to get to the bottom of what and why something is (Goldkuhl, G (2011)). Each
reinforces the other and creating a clear image of how we should proceed with our research.

2.4 The roles of the theoretical and empirical study

A theoretical study is a study that is based in theories and, or, models that aim to give knowledge
of the reality. (Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003))
Its relation to empirical study is that the observation and all the data is done upon the reality and
this is the empirical part. As Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003) says “The scientist’s work consists
of relating theory and reality to each other.”
This explanation relates to our work as we perceive it in the following way:
The theoretical part in the empirical study will consist of articles and chosen literature (books
etc.), which will serve as the foundation of our study and thesis.
The Empirical part will consist of person-to-person interviews, which will serve to confirm the
theories that we have collected and our own assumptions on the subject.
These will be used together to answer underlying questions and give insight on the subject as to
better understand the actual situation of EA and its connection to innovation. This is done by first
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doing the theoretical part, consisting of finding theoretical references and our keywords. This will
later be used for helping to formulate and select our potential interviewees, as this is something
requiring a firm knowledge within the area, otherwise we risk losing the grasp of the aim in the
research, we need to narrow it down by have a firm ground to stand on and aim.
As stated previously we will mostly be using deduction, by first starting off with study of the
subject as we do not have any previous knowledge within the area, and will then follow up by a
study of the reality, through a series of interviews, after which we will come to some sort of
conclusion with a result of our study.
In order to better illustrate the various parts of our study we have put together to what we believe
is a fair estimation of how our progress through various parts in the thesis, including but not
confined to, the empirical and theoretical roles.
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- 23 Figure 5 – A model of how we aim to perform this study, in what order, and what the identified necessary steps are.

2.5 Data collection method
2.5.1 Different alternatives
Although there are different qualitative methods to choose from, we have chosen to confine
ourselves to three different ones, mainly because of time constraints, and also by lack of
experience which will be countered by using means that we feel more acquainted with. The first
example is Literature Review (LR), as explained by Oates, B. J. (2006) it is a literature review
can be said to consist of two main parts. The first part of the literature review handles exploration
of different literature to gain ideas for research topics. While the secondary part is about
gathering and presenting from different literature in order to support the claim that you, as a
researcher, is trying to make. This part will also help you see if your research topic can be seen as
worthwhile, hasn‟t been done before (as to not simply repeat previous work) and that what is
being done will bring new knowledge to the field.
There is also a Document Study according to Oates, B. J. (2006) which can be used in many
different research strategies, such as experiments and case studies. For us it will be previously
mentioned case studies, and those are performed in a way that you can question, or confirm data
you have gained from methods that generate data, an example given by Oates, B. J. (2006) is that
an interviewee might have a perception of something within the company, but reports from the
company might show that that perception is false. Surveys of documents are also possible, such
as looking for reports, and different types of websites, or you could use a literature research as
Oates, B. J. (2006) says.
These are two well-known data collection methods for us as we both have researched about
topics numerous times before during our college education. It is of extra importance to us as we
intend to perform a deductive study which is built upon a theoretical foundation, a foundation
that we do not yet possess but aim to be able to achieve through our Literature Review and
Document Study. In order to find out if our theory is correct, we need to study the reality. When
studying the reality, we will choose to conduct a series of interviews trying to collect the
necessary data. This is to be done with the help of some sort of recording equipment, be it in
pictures, video or audio if permitted.
2.5.2 Empirical study: Interviews - Including conversations
An interview, according to Oates, B. J. (2006), could be seen as structured conversation between
people with an underlying agenda. In this type of conversation there is a dominant figure in form
of the researcher that controls the agenda and proceedings. The aim of interviews is to produce
viable material for supporting the research being done. This is done through asking complex
questions, which are tailored to the person you are asking them to in order to maximize the
quality of the data collected. It can be used in order to gain data on things that are normally not
easily observed or measured, abstract concepts such as: emotions, experiences and feelings.
In order to perform an interview you need plan it out. A good start is to choose from the different
types of interviews available: structured, semi-structured and unstructured; which influence how
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much control you have over the proceedings of the interview. Other than choosing interview type
there are other things you should think about, among them are: the researcher, preparation,
scheduling, recording, place, equipment, transcription, consent, ethics, checking and evaluation.
The researcher‟s role and identity plays part in influencing the outcome of an interview. What
influence you will have on them depending on who you are and what you wear etc. Impressions
that may affect if a person is willing to talk to you or not and what information they are willing to
divulge.
Regardless of how the interview is conducted there should always be a certain thing that should
be considered. This certain thing is research ethics, something that our literature takes up as
important according to Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003). The literature takes up examples on
how one can act towards the people being interviewed or otherwise interacted with, with
suggestions such as how you should prepare your interviewees/investigation focus and what you
should consider when you interact with them. It is also important to ask for permission about
publishing names of people and companies. Permission also needs to be given if any recording
equipment is to be used. It is also considered ethical to send in a copy of the raw data gathered
and the result before the study is published for a confirmation by the targeted party/company that
the information is correctly understood. Examples of suggestions on how to act towards them are:
that you should keep things that are said to you confidential, allow them anonymity and keep
them anonymity and honesty towards the interviewee (not using information gathered for other
purposes than the study, awareness of being observed etc., gain permission, reveal the
proceedings).
We chose interview as a data collection method because this will allow us to get firsthand
information from our interviewees that can be used to support our own assumptions or give
arguments against them. It will also give us a chance to see how our interviewees perceive our
problem and give their opinions on the subject matter.
When it comes to our interviewees, these will be selected out of convenience, depending on their
availability and if we determine they are suitable to our study. This will reduce the generalizeability of the study, but will still tell us about a few specific cases.
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2.6 Data analysis method
In order to properly analyze the data we have to identify what type of data we have collected and
data type falls into two categories in research, and they are according to Patel, R. and Davidson,
B. (2003): Quantitative Data and Qualitative Data. Quantitative Data is numerical data such as
statistics while Qualitative Data consists of things such as words, images and sounds.
The data that we gather during our data collection methods will, unless we discover that the
opposite is what we really require, be analyzed through the Qualitative Data Analysis method that
has been described in our literature and from which we have gain our methodology on how to
conduct one. Another reason for doing this is our choice of research strategy, hermeneutics,
which is associated with qualitative research; since hermeneutics allows one to interpret and reinterpret qualitative data, such as data from verbal sources. We have described hermeneutics
further in a previous chapter, chapter 2.2.1.
There are several steps that you can take in order to conduct a qualitative data analysis, but the
main goal of the data analysis is usually to sift through the collected data in order to find various
themes (such as verbal and visual) that could prove important to your research.
The first step in a qualitative data analysis is to prepare the data that you have collected into a
form that can be analyzed, which can be done by changing a standard format, and example that
they take up in the theory is that of transcription. Getting an efficient filing and storage method in
order for your collected data will be needed to be done in this first stage as well.
The second step is the data analysis itself where you try to get a general impression of what
themes you have in your collected data. The themes that Oates, B. J. (2006) has as an example,
where the researchers should ask themselves: What isn‟t needed for our study? What provides
general descriptive information? What parts are relevant to your study?
The secondary step is also the time that you should categorize each unit of data, where a unit can
be, but isn‟t limited to: a word, paragraph or page. The researcher should at this point also keep
working through the data collected several times, in order to categorize as much as possible. This
allows the researcher easier find connections and patterns between the categories. After finding
connections you should try to explain them, linking them to theory.
There are advantages and disadvantages to using a qualitative data analysis. The literature gives
examples of advantages and disadvantages that can appear if you use a qualitative data analysis.
The advantages are that the data and analysis are rich and detailed. That there are possible
alternate explanations is also an advantage.
The disadvantages that can come from using a qualitative data analysis is that: The research
might feel overwhelmed by the data influx. Data and analysis from non-textual sources might not
fit easily into thesis.
We have decided that we will first gather all our data before the analysis. This is done so that we
don‟t mix analysis and data collection, reducing the risk of coloring and influencing our opinions.
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This is a step away from what is usual in qualitative data analyses, as collecting all data first
before analysis is usually prevalent in quantitative data analysis.

A method we will use in order to analyze the data we have collected is SWOT: it has strength in
that it can be used as an analysis tool for Qualitative Data mentioned chapter 2.3 which is exactly
what we are looking for. SWOT will be used as a means to better analyze the pros and cons of the
different aspects that will be identified throughout the various reiterations of the qualitative data
analysis stage. We chose this in order to see the data from different perspectives of strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats. This is used by triangulation, an aspect which is applied by
using different theoretical perspectives in order to interpret the information in different ways,
such as SWOT which can help to easier identify and group, and visualize for the reader and
researcher what the gathered data actually tells us. By using SWOT and trying to identify the
different attributes such as Strengths and Weaknesses, which is a key part of the SWOT analysis,
we are also through identifying these key attributes into categories approaching this analysis
hermeneutically as these will have a qualitative origin.

2.7 Method of presentation and reference technique
Our method of choice for presenting our end result of the thesis is through a Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats matrix which is introduced in chapter 3.4.
For better organizing the found and analyzed data we will use the SWOT perspective. By doing
this we achieve several positive goals. It will make the presented data more visible and easier to
understand for the readers. It also serves as a tool for ourselves in order to get a clear picture of
what we actually have identified. And lastly, it will also serve by making it easier to understand
and draw a conclusion of our theory in the later part of the thesis. It is worth mentioning that
although we will use SWOT as part of our presentation method, we will not focus too much on
the framework itself, but rather the presentation of the data, and thus some aspects might be left
out on purpose for not serving any function at the given task. SWOT will be used both in floating
text form, but also as a matrix showing the pros and cons of different aspect in the analyzed data.
Our method of choice regarding the reference technique will be the Harvard system1 as it‟s
commonly known and widely used in academic work. The Harvard system is split into two
connected parts: The reference to a text and the bibliographical description. What this entails is
that in the text you reference the writer and the year of publishing and in the reference list you list
1

http://www.hb.se/wps/portal/!ut/p/c1/hY_LDoIwEEW_hQ8wnT4ssCyvtsgjqOBjQ1gYQyJgouH
7LWFjSMSZ5bkncwddkdmGdt7826HvnmgM7ryOkxV6XpYgLSJA4QWlR8ER1wSZviF11lOyohpjB0eYiBcMSpNMiA_rFP072vBISFbRJSVlmiAzTmcOPEbD0czcyvnCVFsUeiL3geYSnBsRXKVU6jvmCy9wBww8F3REfe3q72o8zNvOV_zM
1dDd0eI3o2Z2h1a3eCMv6AJWIn64!/dl2/d1/L2dJQSEvUUt3QS9ZQnB3LzZfRU1IVTlCMUE
wME85RjAyM0E5SElBUVIwMjc!/
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the writers name, the year it was published, the name of the source, volume and page numbers (if
you are referencing from several pages). The Harvard system does not handle verbal sources, you
would for example not use the system to reference an interview but would instead use footnotes.
Depending on the document and medium type the structure of your references will change. The
Harvard system for handling the different types of documents and mediums, types can be, but are
not limited to: Books (electronic or ordinary), special documents (papers or digital) and
multimedia.

2.8 Evaluation method
When evaluating a qualitative research it is important to follow a few set guide lines in order to
secure the quality of the qualitative research, although one should bear in mind that in qualitative
research there aren‟t any rules set in stone and is more in the terms of general guidelines as the
qualitative research tends to vary greatly in both planning and execution, in difference to
quantitative research which has a great amount of different rules and criteria to fulfill in order to
secure quality as explained by Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003) .
Quality in qualitative research can, according to Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003), be grouped
into two generalized groups. Below a short description will be given in order to introduce and
explain what these two groups consists of.
The first one is for securing the quality of the process in the research: this is often done by
triangulation. Triangulation in the data gathering process is said by Patel, R. and Davidson, B.
(2003) to be done by using different gathering processes such as interviews, observations, diaries
and documents. It is of interest to both combine some of these methods, as well as perform
multiple samplings, i.e. interviewing different people, or observing more than one occasion. It is
possible to both read something in an interview and then observe it to further secure the validity.
It is important to know that differentiations are not something that is necessarily bad, but can be
seen as further enriching the study.
Validity of the gathered data in qualitative research is often grounded in how well the researcher
has been able to get a good understanding of the subject‟s situation. In short, quality in qualitative
research is often dependent on how well the researcher can use his or her preexisting knowledge
within the field says Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003).
The second one is used for securing the quality of the result in the research. Securing the result‟s
quality is of key interest and is achieved by being transparent and using an inner logic to the
research. Qualitative research is many times in form of interviews and variations of texts that
needs to be understood, heuristically. (Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003)
By being open all through the report the reader can get a greater understanding of the researcher‟s
inner logic and thought process. It is also important in addition to transparency, to also show the
gathered “raw” data. Raw data could according to Patel, R. and Davidson, B. (2003) for example
be a recording or transcribed piece of text from an interview to form a frequency chart. In our
case because of anonymity we will not be able to show our raw data, but we will however show
our summarized data from the interviews said. When interviewing it is difficult to portray the
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interview exactly the same way as it was performed. There will always be some information lost
when recording and taking notes of the interview, such as hand motions, facial expression, long
pauses or confused looks etc. By not rewriting the transcribed text and instead keeping them as
they are and showing them in the research in form of excerpts and in the appendix, the
genuineness and authenticity can more easily be conveyed to the reader. Which also makes it
easier for the reader to make up her or his own conclusion and thoughts on the subject and
whether or not the researcher has taken something into account or not. In addition to this it is
often in the researcher‟s interest to hand in a copy of both the transcribed material and the result
of the research to the interviewed or targeted group for ensuring the validity of the data.
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3 Theoretical Background
The chapter of the thesis contains our gathered theories that will serve as a backbone for other
parts of the thesis, such as the empirical survey.

3.1 Motivation for theories
Here we will show what the possible connections between our theories and research questions
motivating why we have chosen them.
Enterprise Architecture Explained: The different scientific areas described in this topic and the
following Frameworks goes into detail of how Enterprise Architecture is generally used and
perceived. This will greatly help us as the topic of discussions is if Enterprise Architecture and its
interpretations, i.e. Frameworks, can indeed deliver what is needed.
Creativity in Information Systems organizations: In order to be able to identify innovations and
creativity within an IT based environment we needed information on how they perceive and
create these things, this is not connected to any particular question but serves as a window into
the world of IT-creativity and innovations.
Creativity in Information Systems organizations and Business Model Canvas Explained: As we
assumed from the beginning that Enterprise Architecture needed some sort of supplement for
boosting the creativity we found this new and popular tool that acts as a catalyst to achieve this
effect.
Previous research: As we venture into a fairly unexplored area we try to find some of the few
research materials available for serving our purpose in finding our answers. This cannot be done
without taking into account of what has previously been established.
An illustration of how we
perceive our connections
between the theories and
our research questions.

Figure 6 - showcases the possible connections
between relevant theories and research questions.
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3.2 Literature Review
The collection of data will be done through our Literature review and will be explained here.
Oates, B. J. (2006) gives an explanation of what a literature review is and a short summary of
what it is, how you use it and why we have chosen it will be written here. We will not go into too
much detail, but will attempt to summarize the different steps according to our own
understanding of Oates, B. J. (2006).
Literature Review (LR, the purpose of a Literature Review is said to normally falls into two parts
according to Oates, B. J. (2006), these are; to first look at the literature for inspiration on what is
suitable to research, the second parts is; gathering of data that supports the researchers‟
assumption so that you can prove that you have brought something new to the scientific
community. The objectives of the LR is according to Oates, B. J. (2006) to show awareness of
existing works(such as previous research done in the area) and place the researchers work in
relation with previous work done in the field. One of the objectives that Oates, B. J. (2006)
discusses is the importance of identifying which methods and strategies that the researcher will
use during the research process, which is what we are doing now. This is something that will be
used together with Document Study.
Oates, B. J. (2006) explains that a literature review also gives us a set of objectives that we
should try to fulfill during the process. These include;
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Gaining an awareness of previously existing work on the subject (if any).
Placing our (the researchers‟) work in context with previously published material.
Identify various strengths, weaknesses, omissions and/or bias from previous work done on
the subject.
Find key issues or crucial questions we should ask.
Identify previously unidentified gaps in others works.
Identify theories that we will test and suggestions that help explain our collected data.
Identify theories, genres and what methodology we will use (both research and strategywise).
Gain an understanding of our chosen field of research.

Oates, B. J. (2006) also explains how to perform a literature review, giving us various steps that
we can follow in order to do literature review. Here is a list of each identified step: Searching,
Obtaining, Reading, Evaluate Critically, Record, Critical review and Plagiarism.
When searching for text you should try to reach out by using databases and search engines.
Attempt to clarify your ideas and make sure to keep a record of what you find. Once you have
done this you can go to the next part, obtaining the data. This is an opportunity for the researcher
to assess the credibility of the sources you have found and once this is done you can go over to
the reading through the material. While reading you should try to gain an overview and determine
if you need to read everything, picking and choosing data as you read the text. You will also have
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to evaluate the data you have collected critically and make sure that you record what you find,
preferably using a system to keep track of the things you have read. When this is done you write
a critical review of what you have found. Finally you must make sure that you avoid plagiarism,
making sure not to present (either intentionally or unintentionally) another person‟s work as your
own. We have decided to choose our text-based sources upon literature used in the school,
recommendations from teachers, recommendations from family and from our own undertaking of
finding suitable literature. The consequences are that these sources may be biased, and the width
of literature too narrow to give a clear picture of the situation. To counteract this we will have to
conduct a literature review as thoroughly as possible in order to steer clear of this potential
problem.
The reason we have chosen literature review as one of the steps for data collection is because by
using it we believe that is will help us gain a foundation from which to further expand upon and
gives us a structured way of collecting information from literature, as well as providing useful
hints for how the data should be collected.

3.3 Enterprise Architecture Explained
This section of the theoretical background is dedicated to explaining what enterprise architecture
is.
According to Winter R. and Fischer R. (2006) Enterprise Architecture, though large, can be said
to encompass the handling of the relationship between an enterprises information system and the
business itself. The relationship is handled through the use of architectural models. Enterprise
architecture is used to create a unified IT environment in all areas of the business. The goals of
EA should be to support IT business alignment, support transformation and support maintenance.
The models that are used in Enterprise Architecture can be seen as representations of the
corporation as it is now and/or how we want it to be in the future after the changes have been
done.
Enterprise Architecture, Ekstedt & Johnson (2007), should allow for reasoning of various
scenarios and to see the consequences of choosing from the available scenarios. EA also aids
corporations see causal chains within their current and/or future structure, see what scenario
choice will lead them to what goal and what part of the company supports the other. This is
shown as an example in the literature, by which the IT-organization supporting the information
systems supporting the business organization. A model of how it looks is represented below.
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Figure 7 – An interpretation of the causal flow between the three identified structures.

There are several components that comprise Enterprise Architecture, examples of which are
given by Winter R. and Fischer R. (2006). These components should be usable for as many
different corporations as possible. Several EA‟s may be used in order to support large
corporations.
EA should include business artifacts: goals, products, services, markets, business processes. EA
Frameworks give the users descriptive models, methods for design and evolution, a common
vocabulary and reference models. Multiple definitions of architecture hinder calling certain
components fundamental to EA. EA frameworks distinguish architecture layers and views into
Business architecture, Process architecture, Integration architecture, Software architecture and
Technology architecture.
Based upon Winter R. and Fischer R. (2006) here are the descriptions of the different
architectural layers in Enterprise Architecture:
● Business Architecture: Business architecture is a representation of the fundamental
organization of the corporation from a business strategy viewpoint. New ideas, marketing
based approaches, and strategic management are some of the processes performed here.
These will later at some point interact with the next layer, Process Architecture.
● Process Architecture: Organization of Service development, creation of service and
distribution. The focus here is on effectiveness (creating specified outputs) and efficiency
(meeting specified performance goals).
● Integration Architecture: Aims to handle the organization‟s information system
components in their relevant enterprise context. It often handles principles such as
Agility, speed and cost efficiency in relevance to their matched area, e.g. Agility by
service orientation.
● Software Architecture: Organization of Software artifacts, a wide range of design and
evolution principles from computer science is available in this layer.
● Technology Architecture: Organization of hardware, also, as described in the Software
Architecture, there is also principles of computer science available in this layer.
Their relationship can better be illustrated as done by Winter R. and Fischer R. (2006), and we
will use the very same illustration as it serves the purpose.
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Figure 8 – A visual representation of the different layers and their interactions in Enterprise Architecture according to
Winter R. and Fischer R. (2006)

Winter R. and Fischer R. (2006) also further explains that these exist in a hierarchy, and acts as a
multi-level system, meaning that as each result goes down in the hierarchy, so does the degree of
freedom of the results passed down.
According to an article written by Dubray, J. (2010) EA frameworks are not equipped to align IT
to Business. A reason he states is that the EA frameworks are more focused on IT-transparency
and not the alignment between IT and Business.

3.4 Popular frameworks in Enterprise Architecture
In order to create a unified IT-environment a number of frameworks have been developed over
the years since the concept was first presented by Zachman in 1987. We have chosen a few of the
popular ones in order to illustrate the different approaches that people have taken in order to
solve the problem. These frameworks will be briefly described below with more emphasis on
those that we find of particular interest to this study, the others illustrate the variety existing in
Enterprise Architecture.
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3.4.1 The Open Group Architecture Framework
The framework known as TOGAF was first presented in 1995 (EKSTEDT/JOHNSON) by The
Open Group and is based on TAFIM, another framework. The abbreviation TOGAF stands for
The Open Group Architecture Framework. TOGAF is supposed to give the users the following
IT-benefits of using Enterprise Architecture: The benefit of being able to track the Enterprises IT
costs; a faster design and development; lower costs in their IT; a lessened IT-risk and less
complexity. It places an emphasis on the company‟s business goals as an architectural driver (The
Open Group (2009)).
TOGAF has four different architectures: Business, Information Systems and Technical
architectures; With the Information systems divided into two separate parts: Data and application,
making the total four.
According to Sessions R. (2007) when comparing TOGAF to Zachman, Zachman can be said to
categorize the architectural artifacts in Enterprise Architecture while TOGAF gives the users a
process to follow in order to create them.
TOGAF consists of six different components. These components are Architecture Development
Method, Architecture Content Framework, Reference Models, Architecture Development Method
Guidelines and Techniques, Enterprise Continuum and Architecture Capability Framework (The
Open Group) 2009). The following parts are our interpretation of TOGAF and meant to give us
and the reader a better picture of what TOGAF entails.
ADM, the component of TOGAF responsible for its detailed descriptions is one of the most
important parts of TOGAF: Architecture Development Method, and consists of nine steps:
Architecture Vision, Business Architecture, Information Systems Architecture, Technology
Architecture, Opportunities and Solutions, Migration Planning, Implementation Governance and
Architecture Change Management. The result of this process is a complete architecture.
Something to remember is that TOGAF is abstract when it comes to its models but is instead
detailed with describing its enterprise architectural process. ADM is designed to address business
requirements and follows a method of iteration. The various steps are flexible and can be adapted
to the situation; it doesn‟t matter if they are incomplete when you move to the next step.
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Figure 9 – The Open Group Architecture Framework 9.0 ADM components.

Architecture Content Framework: a detailed model of architectural work products. ACF provides
a checklist of architecture outputs and promotes the integration of work products. These work
products are categorized into Deliverables, Building blocks and Artifacts. Deliverables includes
formal products, things contractually specified or outputs from a project. Building blocks are
components that are combine-able with other blocks, which together can give solutions and
architectures. Artifacts are products that describe architecture from a specific viewpoint, these
being things such as specifications such as for use-cases.
The Enterprise Continuum components handles Foundation Architectures, Common Systems
Architectures, Industry Architectures, Organization-Specific Architectures, Foundation Solutions,
Common Systems Solutions, Industry Solutions and Organization-Specific Solutions; their
relationship to each other and how they guide and support each other.
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TOGAF Reference Models component that provides two different models: The TOGAF
Technical Reference Model, a Foundation Architecture; The Integrated Information
Infrastructure Model, which is aimed at supporting the vision of Boundary less Information flow.
The Architecture Capability Framework is a structured definition of organizations, various skills,
roles and responsibilities to establish and operate an Enterprise Architecture.
The Architecture Development Method Guidelines and Techniques are a collection of guidelines
and techniques; meant to support the application of ADM.
3.4.2 Zachman
Invented by Zachman in 1987, purpose: To manage a company‟s information system, through
specification. Zachman proposed models in order to achieve this purpose: Aspects and
Perspectives. The Aspects model handles the following: Data, Function, Network, People, Time
and Motivation, answering the questions of What, How, Where, When and Why. The
Perspectives Model handles: The Planner, The Owner, The Designer, The Builder, The subcontractor and the functioning enterprise. These combine into thirty-six cells which describe and
bring understanding about the company and are often referred to as Zachman grid. These might
be very confusing at first but a model is given to make it easier to understand, it is also important
every perspective is there as it has a different view on the information system architecture
according to Van Vliet (2007).
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Figure 10 - This is our interpretation of the Zachman model, or Zachman grid as it’s also called: from an online lecture by
Van Vliet (2007).

The Zachman framework gives no guidance for enterprising and is not focused on a specific
company and can even be used in situations not involving IT related business. Despite being
invented in 1987 it is still a used framework and is often referred to, even though by definition
it‟s more appropriate to call it taxonomy according to Sessions R. (2007).
Sessions R. (2007) gives us a description from Zachman himself where he describes the
framework as a logical structure that classifies and organizes the significant representations of the
enterprise that are important to the management of the enterprise and its development.
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3.4.3 Federal Enterprise Architecture
In 1998 the CIO (Chief Information Officers Council) started developing the Federal Enterprise
Architecture Framework also known as FEA as explained by the CIO Council (1999) and was
presented as a first draft in 1999. Its main purpose is to harmonize investments between agencies
in IT. It consists of a strict set of models: Performance, Business, Service, Data and Technical
Models. Which focuses on what functions should be allowed within a federal government and
aligning resources to improve business performance and help agencies perform their core duties
better. A large part of the FEA modeling focuses on the Transition Strategy as it‟s called, which
main purpose is to drive agency investment planning to achieve mission objectives and business
results and go from a baseline architecture “As-Is” to a target architecture “To-Be” according to
OMB (2007).

Figure 11 - An example of a Transition Strategy approach. Source OMB (2007).

Certain aspects can be adapted to be used outside government organizations as an example on
how to develop their own reference models.
3.4.4 Gartner
According to an article written by Sessions R. (2007) the Gartner framework was created by a
known IT research and consulting organizations under the same name. Gartner aims to unify the
business owners, the information specialists and the technology implementers behind a common
vision, without going into too much technical detail. It doesn‟t have a step by step process that
you follow. Gartner is goal-oriented, focusing on what the company wants to be rather than the
current situation of the company. Any changes in the company are based on the common vision
shared between the participants. For Gartner EA is a strategy, it is also not something static but
an ongoing process of creation and maintenance.
Gartner was founded in 1979 as a research firm. Research is done so that the company‟s strategy
can be backed by trust-able research. Gartner aims to aid the company make better, more
advantageous decisions regarding the use of technology. They have a research process that
follows certain predetermined non-negotiable principles, also being applicable across many of the
client‟s potential roles.
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A Gartner researcher may have several models for use in various situations; an example for this is
a method that gives the client an understanding of how technologies or applications evolve and
how you should manage the deployment of such within the company‟s business goals. The
method is known as Gartner Hype Cycles, according to Gartner (2007).
Gartner defines Enterprise Architecture as a way of “building for success” through: alignment of
architecture with business goals; the creation of order from the overall chaos; being able to
manage certain factors that are critical to your success Gartner (2011).

3.5 Creativity in Information Systems organizations
In order to gain a proper understanding of creativity and innovation in an IS-organization we
sought out how it is defined in organizations of that type. According to the theories gathered from
Couger (1996), where he discusses the definition of creativity for IS-professionals, creativity for
IS-professionals is something that is new or unique; it can also be something that has some form
of utility or value. Creativity is also not something that suddenly appears it is something that is
the result of working structurally, such as using a technique or method (following a set of
guidelines).
In his book Couger (1996) discusses two different creativity method types from which creativity
and innovation may emerge, these are structured methods and unstructured methods. He further
goes on to define the results of using such types, which are: Structured creativity and
unstructured creativity. In addition to this he states that it can be useful to disassemble the
thought processes in order to be able to produce new fresh ideas and new perspectives. In order to
disassemble your thought processes you use structured techniques, the book giving examples of
such techniques.
When it comes to choosing techniques Couger discusses that the choice of creativity technique
types is dependent on the type of personality the individual has. The types that he mentioned are
those that are based on analysis and intuition. Couger states that the techniques you can choose
from are dependent on what type of result you want to be able to achieve, giving the reader
twenty-two techniques for aiding creative thinking. Examples of two such creativity techniques
that Couger gives are: Interrogatories (5Ws/H) Technique and Wishful Thinking Technique.
These techniques will be described briefly below; the reason is to give the reader an example of
some of the many techniques available.
The first technique is the Interrogatories (5Ws/H) Technique which has the participants ask Who,
What, Where, When, Why and How questions. This is done in order to provide different views
on problems or opportunities, a framework for gathering data with the addition of being able to
identify and solve the problem.
The second technique example we will describe is the Wishful Thinking Technique that helps the
participants gain new, unusual approaches to a problem. The participants using this technique
start off with a problem statement. They then assume that any solution to this problem statement
is possible. Any alternatives that arise during this process should be given as wishes or fantasies.
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These wishes and fantasies should be converted into practical versions. After the conversion is
complete you return to your ordinary analytical problem-solving method to find a solution.
A reason for choosing to use creativity techniques are their Cost-effectiveness. Couger states that
a common question is regarding the cost of using such techniques, showing that there is a certain
belief that creativity is costly. This he states isn‟t necessarily true; creativity does not have to cost
much to the company. Of all the programs available to companies to pursue Couger states that the
Creativity program is the most cost effective of them all. The reason that this program is the most
cost-effective is that it enables new ways of achieving quality or new marketing approaches that
you couldn‟t before. Using techniques can lead to more effective designs than original and aid the
company in gaining a competitive edge in their current, or new, market. By helping people in
your company think creatively you will gain more productive employees, more satisfied with
their work and who can see more potential in themselves, benefiting company and its employees.
Everyone has a potential for creativity but processes are needed in order for people to gain a
higher potential.
An article co-authored by Couger, Higgins & McIntyre (1993) discusses the origins of creativity
in IS-organizations. They place these origins for creativity into two separate views. These two
views on the origins of creativity are Origin-oriented and Process-oriented. Beneath is a
description of each origin.
The first origin mentioned in the article is the Origin-oriented creativity. Origin-oriented
creativity, it states, comes from the characteristics of the individual in question together with or
without the surrounding environment. The creativity can stem from the persons natural ability but
also from the presence or the absence of environmental conflict. The environment is divided into
two different types: the external and the mental.
The second origin explained in the article is the Process-orient creativity. While the originoriented creativity stemmed from the persons characteristics, this creativity is the result of a
process. The article explains that it is assumed that individuals are able to invoke, explore and
direct their cognitive processes towards various goals.

3.6 Business Model Innovation Explained
As we understand from Cougar a standardized way of thinking and acting can indeed create room
for new ideas and thus innovation, then why is EA in some cases failing? What is missing? Can
there perhaps be a framework or standardized way of supplementing EA with regards to
creativity and innovation? One new hot topic is a standardized way of trying to achieve exactly
this is through BMI; let us delve into this as an attempt to see if we find any use for our case.
BMI is a new concept written about in the book Business Model Generation by Alexander
Osterwalder & Yves Pigneur and emphasizes on creating new business models and design
tomorrow‟s enterprises. The book was released in 2010 and is supposed to be seen as “A
Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers and Challengers” as described in the beginning of the
book. BMI is a process of creation of a business that allows you to “understand, design and
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differentiate your business model”; definition is according Osterwalder A. and Pigneur Y. (2010).
BMI is often used in IT by companies such as Ericsson.

3.7 Business Model Canvas Explained
One of the first things you are introduced to in the book is the Business Model Canvas which is
a tool used that allows for creativity, analysis, understanding and discussion according to
Osterwalder A. and Pigneur Y. (2010). It is developed because there was a need for a common
ground (a shared language as described in the book) that was easy enough for everyone to
understand the important aspects of the Enterprise, but also detailed enough to show the
complexities of how the Enterprise function. It is divided into 9 building blocks on a canvas. We
will with help of the book Business Model Generation describe them briefly in an easy-tounderstand based on giving examples in form of example questions.
1. Key Partners
Who are our Key Partners? Who are our key suppliers? Which Key Resources are we
acquiring from partners? Which Key Activities do partners perform?
2. Key Activities
What Key Activities do our Value Propositions require? Our Distribution Channels?
Customer Relationships? Revenue Streams?
3. Value Proposition
What value do we deliver to the customer? Which one of our customer‟s problems are we
helping to solve? Which customers‟ needs are we satisfying? What bundles of products and
services are we offering to each Customer Segment?
4. Key Resources
What key Resources do our Value Propositions require? Our Distribution Channels?
Customer Relationships? Revenue Stream?
5. Customers Relationships
What type of relationship does teach of our Customer Segments expect us to establish and
maintain with them? Which ones have we established? How costly are they? How are they
integrated with the rest of our business model?
6. Channels
Through which Channels do our Customer Segments want to be reached? How are we
reaching them now? How are your Channels integrated? Which ones work best? Which ones
are most cost-efficient? How are we integrating them with customer routines?
7. Customers Segments
Who you are creating the value for or who is your most important customers, examples: Mass
market, Niche market and Diversified.
8. Cost Structure
What are the most important costs inherent in our business model? Which Key Resources are
the most expensive? Which Key Activities are the most expensive?
9. Revenue Streams
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For what value are our customers really willing to pay? For what do we currently pay? How
are they currently paying? How could they prefer to pay? How much does each Revenue
Stream contribute to overall revenues?
They are put together in the Canvas through either writing on a big whiteboard or through post-it
notes. The Canvas itself and its categories taken from the book are illustrated below:

Figure 12 – A copy of the Business Model Canvas from Osterwalder A. and Pigneur Y. (2010) with categories.

The purpose is to easily be able to illustrate what the different important aspects of the enterprise
are and to see where there are possible opportunities.
Each area can be further analyzed in its own canvas for further exploitation and understanding.
In order to generate new business model ideas Osterwalder‟s proposes the concept of Ideation, by
which he means a process for generating a large number of business ideas, and then reduce them
in numbers by deducting the least favorable ones one by one until there is a few prolific
alternatives left. The main source of inspiration here is described as listening, and trying to see
the service from the eyes of the customer. All ideas are welcome at this stage such as: new
markets, new concepts, and the removal of items or outsourcing to partners. Some of the key
challenges in developing new business model options according to Osterwalder is ignoring the
status quo and trying to suspend the concerns of operation issues, forgetting the past and to stop
focusing on competitors when trying to develop truly new ideas and challenging orthodoxies.
The process of Ideation asks five key questions that aid with: Team composition, Immersion,
Expansion, Selection of Criteria and “Prototyping”.
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When generating new business model ideas Osterwalder emphasizes the importance of choosing
the right team, with the right amount of diversity of age, experience, customer knowledge etc.
Immersion asks what the team must study before the generation of business model ideas
commences. Expansion aims to generate as many ideas as possible regarding viable solutions.
Selection of Criteria handles the definition of criteria in order to reduce the amount of ideas to the
most manageable, tailored to your business. The final stage is the prototyping stage where you
reduce the amount of ideas generated into three to five potential business model innovations,
discussing each idea with the aid of the BMC.
One way of applying this thinking is through the use of BMC. Each of the nine building blocks
can be an origin of innovation. Osterwalder refers his four identified innovation aspects as
Epicenter of Business Model Innovation. These are resource-driven, offer-driven, customerdriven and finance-driven and are not restricted to be used exclusively, but rather many
Epicenters of BMI can exist in the same BMC. Each of these four epicenters can serve as a
starting point for a business model change and each can have big impact on the other eight
building blocks. The changes in different areas are often identified through a SWOT analysis.
The second way is through the “what if “questions. These also serve to challenge the different
aspects as mentioned earlier, such as forgetting the past, ignoring the status quo etc. By asking
ourselves these “what if” questions we challenge our old way of thinking, becoming new possible
starting points.
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3.8 Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats Explained
As previously mentioned SWOT will not be used as a framework more than it will be used for
dividing data, analyzing and present the results. Here is however a short introduction on it‟s
different aspects and uses and why we have chosen it.
SWOT was introduced in a co-authored book, and one of the key contributors was Kenneth
Andrews (Hedman and Kalling (2002)). The main goal at the time was to identify the main
external Opportunities and Threat as well as the internal Strengths and Weaknesses, and then by
using these together creating a base for developing new strategies. In order to make the SWOTanalysis more clear and applicable on our cases, we will define what the different parts of a
SWOT means to us, first by dividing the factors into an Internal and the External analysis.
Strengths will be what we and the corresponding interviewee considers being the internal
strengths, an example of this might be that by relying on EA you can better follow the red thread
from a management decision down to a process level. The same is applied for the internal
weaknesses, what negative impacts EA and its frameworks bring to the company. The external
analysis is what the company feels is out of their direct control but still affects them in a both
negative and positive way, i.e. opportunities and threats. An example of this might be that if you
do not use EA others might try to impose it onto you.
The relations between these are often illustrated as shown below.

Figure 13 – Shows the relation between the Internal and External analysis, and that they should not be seen as the same.

It came to be a very popular analysis method, much due the ease of use. There are many
templates available for its use, we will illustrate the use of it with one of them that we have
experience with, although SWOT in its principle is not hard to apply and therefore shouldn‟t limit
ourselves to only this approach.
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Figure 14 – Example of a SWOT analysis matrix with text examples for each area.

Due to it‟s easy to understand nature it can be applied in a wide range of different areas, which is
why we have chosen to both use it as a means for analysis and presentation tool. By relying on
SWOT it becomes much more apparent what the pros and cons of different alternatives are
something that we will use to extrapolate from different authors, our interviewees as well as our
own results.

3.9 Circular model of the research process

Figure 15 - An illustration of the Circular model of research process and theory as depicted in the book by Flick, U (2006).
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The above model is an interpretation of a model that we found in the abovementioned book; it is
not the whole model however and only details the process of qualitative research with regards to
grounded theory. This model is meant as an aid for us in order to help us mentally structure the
way we are going to organize the collection of our data, the interpretation of the same and the
structuring of the results. This model will be used in conjunction with the previously mentioned
SWOT-analysis method, which acts as a way of interpreting the data and as a basis for comparing
each case to the other and as a whole.
The literature discusses the strength of using grounded research as it will force a researcher using
it to reflect on the entire research process, and by using this model it will aid in focusing our
thoughts and reflecting on our labors. We will be able to repeat this circular process with the data
gathered from our interviews in an effort to come to a conclusion.
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3.10 Previous research
3.10.1 Charles Araujo
In C. Araujo‟s article “Is your Enterprise Architecture Stifling Innovation?” (2006) he points at
the current pitfalls within EA and its lost connection to innovation. He goes further on by trying
to find the core areas in EA which have been having such a hard time to maintain the innovation
that EA was supposed to do. C. Araujo gives a short introduction of why EA came to be, and
what its core focus was. At the very heart of EA its core function was to help an ever more
complex organization with it‟s expensive IT Investments to define the best way to utilize
technology to execute a business strategy. He also points out what we also have been claiming
that there is a strict focus on standardization, rather than trying to refocus your EA efforts on
developing a discipline that enables the execution of business strategy. He goes on by explaining
that most Enterprise Architecture teams are too focused on the standardization and
homogenization, and that this is often done in order to reduce complexity. He says that for the
most part the result is a slow and bureaucratic process that actually inhibits IT‟s ability to react to
business needs. The key to solve this equation according to Araujo is within EA itself by trying to
reorient the entire IT organization a service-driven organization in a fashion shown as shown
below:

Figure 16 - The Three Enterprise Architecture Components of a Service-Driven Organization

He takes up what he has identified as three important changes that needs to be done in order to
regain that lost innovation within EA:
1. Have a Relentless Focus on Business Strategy
A much more driven focus on business strategy. By that he means that you need to completely
restructure how the architectural design and review process is executed. Claiming that even in the
most complex architectural questions, the connection to the business strategy must always be
front and center.
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2. Create a Culture of Continual Innovation
One of the key points he makes for his second change is that a well-designed Enterprise
Architecture approach will be focused on driving continual innovation, and the EA team should
be continually looking for ways to innovate within the architecture to enable and accelerate the
execution of the strategy. This is where it goes wrong. By being overly focused on
standardization and reuse the often chosen way is to avoid risks and take the already known road.
He says that in order to achieve the innovation it requires a focused discipline that understands
currents needs and anticipates market changes to develop innovations that can propel a strategy
forward. To be effective, an IT organization must drive innovation from an architectural
perspective he says.
3. Apply a Model of Adaptable Execution
The EA team needs to shift from focusing on the standardization and reuse, which fosters
reduced complexity, to one of more adaptability and flexibility. He explains that complexity,
although it does not add any business value and is very costly, and should therefore normally be
avoided, can enable high levels of flexibility and adaptability, and that is something that is worth
the cost, given that they enable the business strategy.
3.10.2 Marc Lankhorst
Lankhorst (2005) describes Enterprise Architecture as a well-defined architecture when
positioning new developments within existing processes (such as IT-systems), and that it hampers
innovation is a misconception. He further explains that it helps identify necessary changes, and
therefore helps companies innovate and change by providing stability and flexibility. Stability
and flexibility is something that we will look further into as we perform our empirical survey.
As the branch is shifting more towards service orientation, this also including the more traditional
hardware manufacturers, Lankhorst (2005) says that as a consequence the management and
marketing literature is lately focusing on service design, service management and service
innovation.
One of the key benefits when supporting innovation through the use of EA he says is that people
from different domains, such as IT and business people can discuss with a mutually
understandable „language‟. The service orientation therefore has a positive effect on some
different key factors such as interoperability, flexibility and innovation power, he says. Lankhorst
(2005) mentions several service oriented technologies that will help with that, we will however
not go into these as they tend to be very technical in nature, such as using Microsoft‟s .Net
strategy.
The approach to solve the problem with EA hampering the innovation could be approached by
shifting your company towards a more service-oriented Enterprise Architecture says Lankhorst
(2005). But he also states that it is too early to see the results, and that we will see in the future
whether or not service orientation can deliver all its promises. It is also paramount to have a
language or modeling technique that can cover all of the different domains. Business processes
should support an organization‟s products, services and applications, and these domains have
their own architectures and should not be viewed in isolation. Lankhorst therefore introduces a
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unifying and coherent way to view multiple domains, a so called viewpoint-oriented approach
called ArchiMate. The focus is tightening the gap between these different domains in order to be
able to react more quickly to the market, such as interchangeability when a service needs to be
replaced and thus improving flexibility. This is in order for the larger picture to get a more
prospective company. The core of the technique is to get a better picture of the organization and
helping with the realization of the desired performance characteristics of the target system. It is
worth to mention that the case studies performed by Lankhorst (2005) did not cover all of the
modeling and techniques introduced in his book, but showed improved insight into the complex
wide-ranging Enterprise Architectures.

3.11 Expanding on previous research
After researching and looking for more information on our subject it is clear that the subject
chosen is indeed a relatively unexplored area, and there is not much evidence of it either being
successful, nor failing in the sense of connecting it to innovation and creativity. We do however
have two contesting theories, with two different claims.
One being from Charles Araujo (2006) which says that there is indeed a problem, and give‟s a
solution of how to solve it. Then there‟s Marc Lankhorst (2005) whom insists that there is no
such problem, but if it were, he has the solution for you, possibly. So, we can summarize their
solutions, Charles Araujo (2006) means that by refocusing your efforts, you can re-enable the
creativity you lost by over relying on your bastion of standards. Marc Lankhorst (2005) promotes
the use of service orientation, and speaks very highly of how shifting your business and IT more
towards service orientation can free you in terms of being driven into a policy driven
manufacturer, into instead rely on many small and interchangeable service solutions, making you
very flexible.
The common factor here is that they both want you to refocus your current Enterprise
Architecture, rather than change, or add something. Also we find that both do not have any track
record for the acclaimed suggestions to show off, leaving us with nothing more to go on. This is
where we take a stand; we need to go into the field, and see if any of these solutions here are
used, and also to see if there are any other used techniques out there that we have not been able to
identify yet.
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3.12 Reflections on chapter 3
In chapter 3 of the thesis we have described what Enterprise Architecture is and also gave
examples of four popular frameworks, with brief explanations of each frameworks history and
capabilities. Through our literature review regarding EA we found that there are different ways
for passing down creative ideas from the leaders of the company to those that finalize them. One
of those key contributing factors is for example a common language within the company. A
common “language” is a standardized set of terms, rules and policies, within the company that
help with decision making and understanding of requirements in order to make that decision into
reality. The language works as a lifter of barriers between various specializations within the
company, with the consequence that decision makers will have fewer problems relaying what
needs to be done to those under their authority with the capacity of performing the tasks required.
We found that between the different layers in EA, there are different focuses on tasks, each layer
focusing on different aspects or area, and something that we feel is missing is an area focused on
passing on creative solutions and innovations, making sure that the managements ideas are
followed-through. As it seems to be now the top layer, the management, has an idea, passes it
down to underlings with no room for new ideas or refinement of the original idea in the following
layers. BMI on the other hand, with our current understanding, encourages diversity of opinion
by creating a simple but yet flexible shared common ground where you can brainstorm with
people from diverse backgrounds within the company without deeper knowledge of the vast
subject EA, this includes an IT-environment as well, which can lead to ideas reaching new
market segments in previously unexplored grounds, rivaling the old, such as Skype or Spotify.
When it comes to our thoughts on the theories we have gathered from Couger (1996), we can see
that with his 22 techniques you are able to create situations where creativity and innovative
thinking can thrive, meaning that a framework such as EA where methods for making decisions
exists, have the possibility of perpetuating the managements ideas and creativity, but which could
just as easily be reinterpreted due to their different areas of focus (cost-efficiency, agility etc.) in
the following layers of the process chain in EA. There needs to be a shift from the standardization
and the reduced complexity as Charles Araujo (2010) says, but how do we achieve that? Charles
Araujo (2010) gives us three different pointers, on how we can change our EA back to fostering
and cultivating the creativity and innovation, but does not go into detail of how it is actually
done. It is easy to say that something needs to be reoriented or, focus more on adaptability and
flexibility, but how does one do that exactly?
During this chapter we have learnt about the different methods of achieving creativity according
to Couger (1996). We have also learnt that creativity can be the result of structural work. The
techniques chosen can be based on those needs your company has and the type of personality the
participants during the techniques have. Couger also gives us examples of different needs and
shows us the cost effectiveness of creativity techniques, which can lead to a general productivity
increase since the employees can use new ways of achieving the same goal but with better results.
Our solution to our perceived problem is that in order to maintain the integrity of the idea or to be
able to come up with new ones, you should ideally include as many representatives of the
different architectural layers within the company into the creation and implementation of the idea
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as possible. This is exactly what BMI allows us to do, by creating a shared common ground, used
by the diverse participants from different stages of the process chain.
We are not alone in thinking of this type of solution i.e. letting different sections of the company
participate. An example of someone with similar thoughts is Heymowska, A. (2006). The article
expands on this further by emphasizing the importance of IT contributing equally with business
innovation. Another thing that should be done, other than having IT contribute equally with the
business innovation, is to allow enterprise architects to take a leadership role, together with the
business leaders, in the process in order to align IT with overall business strategy.
We have decided that in order to verify our perceived problem and compare our collected
theories to reality, we will perform a series of interviews with different people from ITenvironments. We will also see if, and in what way, IT contributes with the business innovation
process in order to see if the thoughts from Heymowska‟s article have any resemblance in reality
and in that case what the consequences are. We also hope to see if Araujo‟s claim, that
enterprises have become a “bastion of standards” (Is Your Enterprise Architecture Stifling
Innovation? 2010-09-07) that have little to no focus on business strategy, is a current problem for
innovation in an IT-environment, and also if his given solution is something that has been
ventured or thought about as a solution. We will use this opportunity to verify the existence of the
layers described by Winter and Fischer (2006), in order to see if they have any effect on
innovation regarding IT.
We have in chapter 3 also brought up the origin of creativity in IS-organizations from the article
written by Couger, Higgins & McIntyre (1993), which will aid in the formulation of our
interview questions during that part of the study.

3.13 Subject areas relevant for the research
In this chapter we will summarize our theoretical findings and place them under the appropriate
research question that they help us answer or gain knowledge about, not of our findings can be
summarized here but serve as a means for extending our own knowledge of the topic. All
questions, including those that we deemed as sub-queries, will be presented here.
1. What are the hazards and possibilities of Enterprise Architecture?
The possibilities of Enterprise Architecture we discovered from our literature are its ability to
create a unified IT environment. This is discussed by Winter R. and Fischer R. (2006) in chapter
3.3. Another possibility is the usage of Enterprise Architecture for choosing available scenarios
and seeing the consequences of them, which is discussed by Ekstedt & Johnson (2007).
Enterprise Architecture is also very flexible and can be used by several different companies, also
discussed by Winter R. and Fischer R. (2006). A possibility discussed by Lankhorst (2005) is
using EA to tighten the gap between the different domains, allowing for a higher holistic
viewpoint which can lead to better decision making for the IT and business, he also introduces a
way of doing this through an approach known as ArchiMate discussed in 3.10.1.
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Our research into the different types of frameworks brought up the benefit of using Enterprise
Architecture can be to lower the costs of the IT, lessen risk and complexity, discussed in chapter
3.4.1. One possibility example showcasing the strength of an Enterprise Architecture framework
is the example given in chapter 3.4.1. Regarding ADM, a component of TOGAF, its steps are
flexible enough to be adapted to many situations and don't have to be completed in order to move
to another step.
The hazards or negative consequences of Enterprise Architecture include the lack of freedom, as
the results of the labor are passed down the ladder of hierarchy, discussed by Winter R. and
Fischer R. (2006). Another possible negative consequence is discussed by Dubray, J. (2010),
stating that EA frameworks cannot align IT to Businesses.
2. In what ways can EA promote business innovation in IT-organizations?
Our research did not give us any examples of the ways Enterprise Architecture can promote
business innovation in IT-organizations; this knowledge will have to be gathered during the
empirical section of the research. This is due to the current state of Enterprise Architecture, a
solution to which is discussed by Araujo C. in chapter 3.10.1. An example of one of these
solutions is the reduction of complexity from Enterprise Architecture due to its cost.
3.1 What are the possible positive consequences of using EA to create business innovation
with regards to IT?
A possible consequence of using EA is that through the identification of necessary changes can
help companies innovate through the stability and flexibility that EA can provide the company,
discussed by Lankhorst (2005) in chapter 3.10.1. Lankhorst (2005) also discusses that a mutual
language is a key benefit when you want to support innovation through Enterprise Architecture.
Service orientation can solve the problem of EA hampering innovation, a possible solution that
Lankhorst (2005) suggested.
3.2 What are the possible negative consequences of using EA to create business innovation
with regards to IT?
The slow and bureaucratic process that can plague Enterprise Architecture work, due to over
focus on standardization and homogenization, resulting in a inhibiting process that reduces IT's
reactiveness to the businesses needs is discussed by Araujo C. (2006) in his article, is such a
negative consequence that can come from using EA.
4. Which companies that have tried to create business innovation with regards to IT
through EA have failed?
We were unable to pin-point which, if any, companies have done this in the theoretical part of the
research. Although it should be noted that likewise none could state that they had succeeded,
different techniques were given both by Araujo C. (2006) and Lankhorst (2005) with the
annotation of not being fully tested or not guaranteed to work.
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4 Empirical Survey
4.1 Purpose
For our empirical survey we have performed three interviews, which aid us in gaining some
insight into the perceptions of those that work intimately or casually with Enterprise Architecture
with regards to innovations and creativity. The answers from these interviews are then analyzed
in order to see if we can find some connections to our overlying research questions, which is the
main purpose of the interviews.

4.2 Sampling
Sampling for us have been a very important task, as the purpose of the study is at the very heart
of the organization, and to give a fair result we have to both choose the interviewees carefully,
and also the company, and as such we chose three of the perhaps biggest and most prominent
companies within IT available here in Sweden. Their experience was a very important aspect as
Enterprise Architecture is a very broad subject and should not be endeavored without the proper
know-how and experience. All three of our subjects have experience of working with EA and
even methods used before the breakthrough of the EA phenomena, which reassures that they have
a good range of perspective in which they can make qualified judgments and assumptions.
Our method of sampling is based upon Convenience sampling and is a non-probability based
sampling method. As we already had close connection to a couple of helpful people who in turn
could get us closer to more interviews we decided that in order to be able to land this study within
the given time frame to accept their offered assistance.
Our limitation of the sample size is made to three due to time constraints as the abundant
unprocessed data gathered from each of these interviews are both plentiful and time consuming.
Since we are using a Convenience sampling method all of the interviewees have been fully
disclosed as to what the research is about. Some have asked for copies of the interview data and
has been given such in order to reassure the validity. All the interviewees were informed and
gave consent of use for a data gathering device, in this case a built in sound recorder in a
cellphone. When possible a copy of the questions where given to the interviewed person in order
to reassure that the questions has been understood correctly and also to help build up a feeling of
participation and importance on their part. We have tried to accommodate where needed by
further explaining where necessary and give examples to illustrate what we mean. This is one of
the key advantages of a qualitative research as we can ensure that our interviewees fully
understand the questions asked and follow up with more questions if we feel it necessary. By first
reading up on the different theories within the subject, such as the different frameworks and
different techniques for fostering creativity we can better relate to what our interviewees are
talking about. This is to be able to fully use the evaluation method which was introduced in
chapter 2.8.
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4.3 The interviews
In order to prepare for the interviews we did a number of things. We began with contacting a
possible interviewee by making a phone call, asking if the person in question is interested in
being part of a study. During the phone call we answered any questions that the interview subject
had in order to aid the person gain a better understanding of the purpose of the interview and their
involvement with it. After reaching an agreement with the interviewee we decided on a location
where the interview was to be done. A suitable time and date was also agreed upon and the our
interview method explained, that we would ask questions while taking notes and recording the
entire interview, the recording would later be transcribed and, if the interviewee wanted, a copy
of the transcription sent over for them to read through and see if there is anything that they would
rather have confidential. The device we used to record the interview was on a cellphone, which
could both record our face-to-face interviews and our phone-interviews. The option to remain
anonymous about their personal details was also given to each interviewee.
When it came to the questions in the first interview, which had not been tested beforehand, they
had been written in such a way that we considered was sufficient enough for the task of gaining
some personal insight into Enterprise Architecture, Creativity and Innovation. The number of
questions in the first interview was large, thirty-one questions in total. The questions were
arranged that they started with Enterprise Architecture, working down towards the interviewees‟
perception and experience of creativity and innovation at their workspace.
After each interview we copied the recording over to a computer in order to have a backup and in
order to make it easier to transcribe the content. The transcription was carried out as soon as each
interview was completed. We also stored the notes that we had written during the interview
chronologically, in order to have an easier time of finding the correct interview data later during
the analysis phase.
4.3.1 The first interview
Our first interview was also our pilot interview, which was the perfect time to give us useful
feedback about the choice of questions after the interview had been performed. The preparations
for the pilot interview began with the contacting of the interviewee, asking if the person was
interested in being a part of the study. The agreement been made we decided on a location, a time
and a date, together with a rough estimation on how long the interview would take, about one
hour was estimated. Having previously decided that it would be best to both take notes and record
the interview at the same time, we asked the interview subject for their approval, so the person
would know what was going to happen; during which we also decided on who would do what
during the interview. This very first interview took almost exactly one hour, which was the
allotted and agreed on time; it was also the time when the questions that we had decided on were
put to the test and was a good time to get some feedback. The first interview became around 16
pages long, and took 16 hours to transcribe.
The first person we interviewed chose to be anonymous who currently works for Ericsson AB.
Our interviewee described Ericsson as a company that works with communication and
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telecommunication. He works specifically with something that is known as Global Services,
dealing with consultation and systems integration and his title within the company is as Subject
Matter Expert in Enterprise Architecture.
Enterprise Architecture comes into his work when you have a need of being able to see a red
thread. Going through different parts such discussing visions and business models down to a
lower level of discussing processes with the client in order to understand what processes are
involved. They use Enterprise Architecture as a method as an aid to connect overlying business
ideas with technical solutions. Since solutions cost a lot of money, there is a need to know that
you are investing your money correctly, since no-one wants to come back several years later
questioning where the money invested went and why they don‟t see any further improvements
within the company‟s computer systems. Priorities need to be made since you don‟t have
unlimited time or money, so you have to choose which projects to do in order to get as much of
the business value back as possible.
About the importance of innovation and creativity in the workspace the interviewee answered
that he considered it very important.
Keeping innovation and creativity within the company with the help of EA was another matter
for the interviewee, stating that EA had not helped, and spoke of networks of interest within the
company that help people keep up the feeling of innovation, motivating you and giving you a
chance to meet and support other motivated people. He stated that Ericsson was in his opinion, an
innovative and creative company.
Regarding the question dealing with the lack of innovation within EA with a focus on the
interviewee‟s company, he stated that he didn‟t believe there to be a lack, but that more people
should know Enterprise Architecture that share the same common “language”, a common work
method such as TOGAF or a common notational language such as Archimate; which will help
promote innovation.
The type of framework that the company uses is a mix between several, but the base of it, the
basic idea, its foundation is TOGAF. It is usually modified after the needs of the clients. The
strictness that they follow their chosen framework depends on how mature their customers are
and their needs, the complexity of the problem affects how deeply into the framework one delves,
which might warrant a deeper analysis. The reason behind this is that Enterprise Architecture is
very modifiable; using the framework too strictly would hamper people from developing. Their
chosen framework that they use is flexible enough in order to adapt to new market challenges
with a resounding affirmative.
On the relationship between the framework and the companies overlying business strategy and
the company‟s ability to follow the strategy he first needed clarification on the question before
answering that they don‟t follow the strategy, they focus on their clients goals, their goal being to
develop their business models to aid their customers gain better business performance.
He has knowledge of other frameworks than those listed in the questions. His opinion is that none
of these frameworks are better suited to handle innovation and creativity than the other.
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He doesn‟t believe that EA can cause stoppage of creativity or innovation within the company.
Nor does he believe that the structure and way of working with EA can lead to the dampening of
creative ideas or innovations. His reasoning is that EA is not a replacement as a systems
development methodology, stating that it is a way to analyze and structure the development of a
process or business area in the company. He also states during the interview that EA has certain
parts that are optional to do, while others that you are required to do; TOGAF he gives as an
example says that you should do a risk analysis, but doesn‟t contain one itself; just stating that
one should do one at a particular point.
He has no knowledge of any company‟s failed attempt to create innovation within its IT through
the use of EA. However he is sure that there are companies that have failed with Enterprise
Architecture, due to various reasons.
His experiences with techniques within the company for promoting or sustaining creativity would
be in the form of business models and education of personnel. Other than this they don‟t use
special techniques, instead relying on specialized departments. They do however use
Osterwalder‟s Canvas when they create their business models due to its visualization properties
and being a good technique for people to gather and try ideas. For techniques regarding the
conservation of ideas, he stated that this was the whole point of Enterprise Architecture and the
related frameworks; being a way of preserving the overlying strategies decided by the ones in
charge. He also stated that Ericsson has departments called Innovation whose purpose is to work
with innovation.
When it comes to promoting innovation within the company‟s IT he believes this is the case and
he himself promotes it by promoting Enterprise Architecture, as a sort of evangelist; spreading
the benefit of EA to those not enlightened.
On the question regarding how he would define creativity, his definition was “new thinking”.
Being able to think outside the box, consistently curious and seeking new was to improve things;
something which is encouraged within the company. It was his belief that Ericsson is a company
that has an innovation seeking culture.

4.3.2 The second interview
Our second interview was had a different format than the first and the entire interview was
performed over the phone, which was recorded and transcribed later.
The person that was the focus of our second interview was Elisabeth Hansson, an employee
working for Volvo Information Technology. She currently works for a group within Volvo IT
that focuses on Internal- and Business Consultation. Her group works only with Enterprise
Architecture and Integrations Architecture. Her role within the company is as an Enterprise
Architect and her current assignment is at another part of Volvo, Volvo Parts; which naturally
means that Enterprise Architecture is a part of her job assignment. At Volvo parts she works at
the CIO-office focusing on Information- and Integrations Architecture. Her answers in the
interview about EA are a reflection of how she personally works with it and is not representation
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of the entire enterprise. The second interview is fourteen pages long, and took around fourteen
hours to transcribe.
When asked about the importance of innovation and creativity at her working place, for her
personally; she answered that it‟s what drives her at work, and what keeps the company living
and changing, i.e. very important. It is also an integral part of being able to constantly expand
upon and use the toolbox, which is Enterprise Architecture, to be able to improve and gain better
insight into the current situation of the company.
Her opinion on if Enterprise Architecture is able to sustain innovation and creativity was that she
believed that Volvo IT hadn‟t advanced to that point yet. She believes that there is a lack of
innovation or creativity within EA with a focus on her company, but she believes that they are a
step closer with their creation of service models.
We found out from her that they use TOGAF but not exclusively so, their framework is a
composite of both Zachman and TOGAF, used with common sense where it is needed. Her
community within the company is closed one consisting of Enterprise Architects, who collect
creative, in-official ideas of how things can be done. She sees TOGAF as a method from which
you can pick and choose applicable parts, and that there are few that follow it to the letter. She
enjoys amputating and developing new methods; always adapting to the need of the situation.
They are always focused on their business strategy while working with their framework, their
strategy constantly developing and the architects are required to follow it.
On the question of her knowledge of other frameworks she knew, but was at the time unable to
answer the question fully at the time; though did give Gartner as an example. COBIT, Cost Based
IT Decisions were given as an example of a framework that is well suited for handling innovation
and creativity.
In her opinion EA does have the effect that it sometimes hinders creativity or innovation in the
company. There can be cases of projects having very creative ideas and implementations of ITsolutions are stopped because they won‟t give a large enough benefit in the big picture. On the
other hand EA supports creativity by enabling, for example: Making services easier to adapt to
other companies; and improving the rate of change, the reinvention and use of concepts. She also
believes that the maturity level of her company affects the ability to be creative or innovative,
because she considers her own company was not yet there.
The effects of EA on the different hierarchy levels of the companies are more visible to those in
higher decision making or management positions. The closer we get to the ones that do the
everyday work, the less visible it becomes in her opinion. The improvements of quality of
information might aid their work she says, but it‟s not sure that they are aware of why this
improvement was made.
Her opinion on if there is a hindrance for innovation and creativity in the different layers of the
company is that it is so, and that politics and bureaucracy plays a major part in this. Some
creative solutions might not work in other parts of the world, even within the same corporation.
There is also the question of sub-optimization, optimizing the solution for one part of the
company, from their perspective; this without balancing its part for the whole. There is also the
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problem of implementing new solutions or ideas, especially if it is as she called it: Not-inventedhere. A solution may be very good, locally, but not on a larger scale within the company. The
company also has a problem the forums that they use where potential solutions and
improvements are divided into different groups, each however having their own perspective and
context on what is the correct solution.
She doesn‟t have any knowledge if there are companies that have tried to create innovation and
creativity in their IT through Enterprise Architecture but failed. She does however believe that
there is a company that has focused a lot on information-management by mapping everything,
though she is unsure if it should be counted as failure or not.
They don‟t use any form of techniques or methods for generating creative or generative ideas, or
at least that she herself is aware of. She was not aware of Osterwalder‟s Business Model Canvas
when we asked and needed a short explanation of what it was; though she does express interest in
finding out more about it and such techniques. Neither is there any form of supplement being
used in conjunction with TOGAF.
She believes that Volvo IT focuses on innovation by establishing more and more EA into the
company, understanding the importance of the roll of Enterprise Architecture, and has created a
sort of Solution unit for creating solutions and services for their clients. She herself promotes
innovation by sharing in the company‟s network of architects, which is a good way to collection
information of and promotes EA. These networks, or communities, are encouraged by the
company, since the competencies of their employees represent the company when leased to other
companies.
The greatest part of the creative thinking for her comes from the group she works with, from their
study-circles and any other time, such as projects, when architects come together. The members
being all architects tend to think alike and come from several different types of competency
areas, some with business, Information Technology and Infrastructure are examples she gives.
The act of working together with these people to solve problems has the effect of getting them
into the “mood”, as she calls it, of creation. This creative mood is not just limited to the
workplace however, but can spark at home, leading to many hours of intense focus. As a person
who works in IT she defines creativity as creation, the concretion of an idea and use a method or
description to carry it out; but also as the happy sensation one gets from creation of ideas and the
solving of underlying problems or challenges.
She would describe her Volvo ITs business culture as both endeavoring to have innovations, but
at the same time not or at least less so now. This is because she believes the company to be on a
precipice, of shifting from one type of internal culture or strategy to another; with the hope of
being more like a factory, with jobs being able to be filled by almost anyone. The innovation and
creativity of today do aid with effectiveness and standardization of work routines, but the joy of
feeling a part of the company is lessened compared to the older culture. Her opinion about this
change is that she feels that it might make it harder to have an emotional connection to your
work, which would give you the feeling of having an effect the creativity at the company.
The entire interview took around one hours‟ time, about the same time as the previous one,
despite the questions having been slightly altered and the number of them reduced. The quality of
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the recording made the transcription harder to do and more time consuming, as there was a lot of
“static” that we hadn‟t foreseen.
4.3.3 The third interview
Our third interview was also our last and was very insightful. The preparations were the same as
with the previous interviews, a first contact with presentation of our work and our interest in the
contacted person followed by asking if, and when he had time to perform the interview. We got a
very positive response and were given a time already the next day that followed. The interview
without the presentation and ending took around 1 hour, which had been the case with the
previous two interviews as well. Consent of recording the interview was given and started as
soon as the introductions had been finished and the interview started. The third interview is 13
pages long, and took 12 hours to transcribe.
Our interviewee was Casimir Artmann who works at the company Capgemini which is an
international consulting firm based in Paris and has approximately 100.000 employees around the
globe. His title is Management Consultant and he is an Enterprise Architect. He is responsible of
the architecture in the corporate group and method development. The main task at Capgemini is
to help their customers with different architectures, like enterprise architecture, but also to help
their customers solve their problems, by using enterprise architecture. The focus is on solving a
problem, rather than explicitly solving the problem through enterprise architecture as customers
seldom understand the approach of talk in enterprise architecture terms, although the tool used by
Casimir and his friends is indeed enterprise architecture.
He says that for the most parts that big companies like Ericsson are very complex, and have
usually also been around for a while, which tends to make them less innovative. This is his
personal experience and he says that innovative, big, old, companies are a rarity, but also explains
that there are very few articles surrounding this topic. He further explains that EA can be seen as
a toolbox, but you need the innovation and creativity as well, it is not a given by using EA, and in
that area the big companies are lacking.
Innovation when using EA is a must, as you will never succeed in changing your IT if you do not
even understand that you need to change according to Casimir.
His personal experience is that sustaining the innovation and creativity when using EA is not
something that they have succeeded with, and says that there are perhaps two-three companies in
Sweden and they have been at it for the better part of 10 years.
It is very usual to get stuck in old trenches and continue using methods and structures known to
work, he calls them “method fascists”. This was very much the case in the beginning of EA, and
is still for newer users, but he also states that they have perhaps come a bit away from that point
by now. An explanation is given as to why the innovation and further progression part is so
necessary for EA and its framework. “It’s like cooking a three course meal at home. Call this EA
example TOGAF. It’s like you point at ICA-Maxi and telling it’s over there. What are you going
to do tonight? How are you going to cook this? Who will you invite? What will you drink? And
it’s important to not five minutes before the guests arrive to remember that you actually needed
whine, which they did not sell at ICA-Maxi.”
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The frameworks used by Casimir are mostly IAF (developed by Capgemini) and TOGAF. When
asked how strict he follows these frameworks he answers that he uses those parts that he finds
suitable, and if there are complete working parts, he will use them as well. However he also helps
the customers develop new frameworks suited for the customers‟ needs when they do not yet
have their own in place. This can be done by taking inspiration from frameworks such as
TOGAF.
When asked about his own experience regarding if they follow their primary business strategies
at any given time, he answers without hesitation that they always do, no matter what, and calls it
“Top-Down”.
He explains that EA can be seen as a religion, and the different frameworks are different
interpretations, which often leads to “religion wars” which in turn leads to forgetting what the
actual problem that needs to be solved is.
By using a lot of different building blocks gained through use and experience in different areas
you can combine these into different combinations in EA he says, and says that is one part of
supporting innovation and creativity in EA. And if you can manage to structure all the
information in a way that is easy to see and understand, the creativity can come from anyone
outside the group or person at mater. A holistic view is supported by these means and will in a
way also promote the creativity by letting more people in and understand instead of keeping the
knowledge contained to a small group. He further explains that EA will help you keep your daily
to daily business; it will not make you creative, but rather let you have the time to find the
creativity.
There is however i tendency for the structure in EA to sometimes hamper the creativity he agrees
when asked and given an example from a previous case, by dividing into teams, and teams tends
to use their own solution and certain ways to do things. This sometimes leads to a sort of
confinement that rather than promoting a new technique might keep you stuck with the old or
your own way of doing things
Extensive use of EA in hope of creating innovation and creativity for the IT has led to a standstill
on at least one occasion he says. They didn‟t have the support from the management he said,
although now many years later the project is actually off the shelf and maybe be taken up again.
Osterwalder‟s technique BMC is something that he has experience with and actually used a
similar technique already before, and even tried to see if EA can do the same thing as the BMC, it
was very similar he stated. He follows up by saying that the use of Osterwalder‟s methods and
models are still very rare. He has used it on some occasions as the project leader.
When working with creativity techniques it‟s mandatory for the sake of the business to have
some sort of representative for the company at hand that understands the business, a “Subject
Matter Expert”. It‟s usual to try to involve the company in the processes, although there are times
where it does not happen and gives an example of such as case. It‟s a big risk he states.
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When further asking about these meetings with Subject Matter Experts and other employees from
the company he says that the diversity is very small, almost none. Everyone has the same
clothing style, looks the same. You will get the same answer if you have one, or ten. What is
needed is the diversity, different kind of people, from different places, and different countries,
and also an equal diversity of male and female.
When asked what he thinks of the diversity in situations where he has been working he says that
Sweden is very bad at diversity compared to the international companies. A reason for this might
be because of the small population. It‟s usual to keep contact with a great deal of your friends
from earlier parts of your life he says like your education at college, and that makes you have a
similar view point.
The BMC is used by Capgemini he says, and was actually written with some of the employees of
Capgemini he says.
When asked if he feels that he has succeeded in promoting innovation in the companies IT
through EA he promptly says no.
To keep ideas flowing, it‟s usual to hire new consultants, but after around two years‟ time it‟s
usual that they have been absorbed by the big company's‟ system. And therefore you need new
consultants again.
By always questioning what we can do better, and to know many different forms of method and
combinations he tries to promote creativity at work. He states that for him personally the greatest
deal of inspiration comes from outside the working environment, through for example his hobby,
or craft and other interests and further explains that a big part of the great enterprise architects at
Capgemini all have very creative hobbies like painting or art. As an Enterprise Architect you
need to both a technician and an artist he says.
When asked about the innovation at the current place he is hired as a consultant at he says not at
all, it‟s not something that the management even considers, but at Capgemini, his employer they
try to be innovative at least, but it‟s also plagued by the “business as usual”.
They do have a sort of Innovation Lab called New business Model at which they work with
creating new ways of doing something, but it‟s not something that is noticed on a day to day
basis, a usual product produced by this process is for measuring different things. It‟s not so easy
to implement something in a big company like Capgemini, but you can be creative in your own
little area he says.
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4.3.4 Interview summation
1. What are the hazards and possibilities of Enterprise Architecture?
Interview subject one discussed Enterprise Architecture as an aid to connect overlying business
ideas with technical solutions. It also allows you to see a red thread. Enterprise Architecture helps
you make priorities when it comes to solution choice, allowing you to save money. Enterprise
Architecture acting as a common language was also discussed.
A possibility of Enterprise Architecture is the ability to mix the frameworks according to the
individual needs of the business. The flexibility of Enterprise Architecture was discussed by our
first interview subject, with examples of being able to pick and choose what parts of it to do,
focusing specifically on the abilities of TOGAF. The second interview discussed this also, in her
company they were using a mix of frameworks adapted to their particular needs, picking and
choosing applicable parts. The third interview gave a similar answer to the other two, using parts
that fit as the need warranted.
The second interview subject discussed that you can use Enterprise Architecture to gain better
insight into the company.
The third interviewee stated that there are several "building blocks" gained through use and
experience, that when combined in different ways in EA supports innovation and creativity.
The third interview subject discussed that it is common that users of Enterprise Architecture can
get stuck in old routines, structures and methods. A hazard is that people can become
fundamentalist about their favorite frameworks, not able to see beyond the scope of their
framework. This can also lead to conflict between various factions, discussed in the interview.
2. In what ways can EA promote business innovation in IT-organizations?
Interview subject one discussed that Enterprise Architecture didn‟t help promote business
innovation, needing outside supplements in order to achieve this. Interview subject two discussed
that Enterprise Architecture can enable the adaptability to other companies, improving the rate of
change and concept reinvention, affected by the maturity level of the company. Interview subject
3 discusses a holistic view that can come from using Enterprise Architecture, helping the users
gain creativity and increased understanding by letting more people into the group.
Something discussed by our interview subjects, was that through the use of Enterprise
Architecture to gain insight into the current situation of the company, something that is important
in order to promote business innovation. There is an indirect way Enterprise Architecture can
promote business innovation within IT-organizations and that is through internal and external
interest groups and networks of Enterprise Architects, who can use this to share innovative ideas
with other architects.
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3.1 What are the possible positive consequences of using EA to create business innovation
with regards to IT?
A possible consequence of using Enterprise Architecture is that you are able to preserve the
overlying business ideas of the ones in charge. Interview subject one points out the importance
for companies to know that they are investing their money correctly, this can of course also be
applied to the creation of business innovation in the company‟s IT; allowing them to know that
their money is invested correctly can lead to better risk-taking. Being that Enterprise Architecture
is adaptable and doesn‟t have to be followed to the letter, something touched upon by all of our
interview subjects, you wouldn‟t hamper people when they develop the business innovations.
Another possible positive consequence exemplified by our first interview subject was the
description of Enterprise Architecture is a tool for analyzing and structuring the development of a
process or business area in the company and being that business innovation is a business area it
could give a significant boost to that area if used correctly. There may also be the positive
consequence of using EA is the opportunity to promote other innovations in the company‟s IT,
something discussed about by our first interview person.
3.2 What are the possible negative consequences of using EA to create business innovation
with regards to IT?
Interview subject two stated that EA can have the negative consequence of hindering creativity or
innovation due to the filtering out of IT-solutions that don't seem to give a large enough benefit in
the large scheme of things. A possible negative consequence is the risk of not being able to keep
up with the constantly developing business strategy of the company while working with their
framework. The maturity level of the company, i.e. how ready they are for using Enterprise
Architecture, affects the ability of the company‟s creative and innovative processes. Another
negative consequence is that it is not always apparent why certain improvements were made for
everyone in the hierarchy, those that were affected by the decision to change or improve
something might note the change, but not be aware the reasoning behind it. Conflicts within the
company might arise due to, what interview subject 2 described as, Not-invented-here and that
solutions have to be tailored to each place it is implemented due to differing environments and
perceptions.
Interview subject 3 stated that innovation when using Enterprise Architecture is required as
successful changes rely on your understanding of what needs to be changed, but creativity is also
something that is needed in order to use Enterprise Architecture, the negative consequence of not
having innovation and creativity is that you won‟t be able to implement the changes that you
need. Another negative consequence is that in order to keep fresh ideas flowing you need to hire
new consultants, repeatedly hiring new ones in order to get fresh ideas into the company.
4. Which companies that have tried to create business innovation with regards to IT
through EA have failed?
Interview subject one could not give any examples of companies that had failed in achieving this,
neither could interview subject two when the question regarding this was asked. The third and
last interviewee knew of 1 case were the project came to a standstill.
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5 Analysis and result
5.1 Empirical research results
In this section you will find our findings related to our research questions with the purpose of
helping us have an easier time finding important aspects.
In the previous part we summarized the content of the interviews, filtering out what was
unrelated to EA, Creativity or Innovation. This was done in order to have material that could be
analyzed in this chapter.
The analysis is separated into several steps and each step will be explained. The first step in the
process of the analysis was the summaries of the interviews. After the summary of each interview
was completed, we read through the summaries in order to find statements that fit into our
research questions, beginning in a chronological order with the first interviewee, ending with the
third. These statements were compared to our main research question in order to see if there were
potential answers we could use and then placed under each research question in the format seen
below.
The second step is to place the statements into a SWOT-grid, in order to get a better overview of
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats; which should give us a picture of what the
pros and cons are of Enterprise Architecture.
Our first research question is:
1. What are the hazards and possibilities of Enterprise Architecture?
● The first interviewee spoke of networks as a way of keeping creativity and innovation in
the company.
● The first interviewee talks about a department of Ericsson works exclusively with
innovation under the name of Innovation.
● The first interviewee said that they use BMC among other tools for promoting the
creativity and innovation in the company.
● The second interviewee, as interviewee one and interviewee three, spoke of networks of
architects that share ideas and discuss ways of doing things.
● The second interviewee gave an example of a framework that can be used for handling
innovation and creativity, COBIT. COBIT stands for Cost Based IT Decisions.
● The second interviewee says that they have a special Solution unit at Volvo IT for
creating new solutions and services for their clients.
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● The third interviewee answered that there are two, Osterwalder‟s BMC, although not used
by many yet, and also possible to use EA methods if you use different bits and pieces and
try to make it fit your current situation and thus in a way supports itself.
● The third interviewee stated that brainstorming is a good supplement but that true
creativity and innovation is something that is often inspired from something not related to
the work place such as a hobby and then used later during the brainstorm session for
further processing.
● The third interviewee said that they have an Innovation Lab that produces products in the
form
of
measuring
gadgets/techniques.
● The first interviewee doesn't believe EA hinders innovations in the organization.
● The first interviewee doesn't think the structure of working with EA leads to the
dampening of innovations.
● The second interviewee thinks that EA can hamper innovations within the company, by
culling those innovative solutions that don't give a large enough benefit for the bigger
picture.
● The second interviewee is of the opinion of that the size of EA has an effect on the
companies capabilities of using it creativity and gain innovations from it is in direct
relation to their maturity level.
● The second interviewee (and the third interviewee agrees) mentions that there is a thought
among companies and different groups within the company as she called it: “Notinvented-here”. Good local solutions don‟t work in the whole company and perspectives,
together with context, color the opinions of the various factions; each arguing that their
solution is correct.
● The third interviewee said that extensive use and relying too much on EA does make it
harder to be innovative and creative due to the ease of falling into the “business as usual”
concept.
● The third interviewee talks about that EA can be seen as a religion of sorts, with different
frameworks representing different interpretations, thus creating religious war between the
different camps, which steals focus away from what the actual problem that needs to be
solved is.
● The third interviewee says, as also the second interviewee stated that innovation can be
hampered by dividing into teams, which tends to make people from different thinking in
different teams, and not always be willing to take in a new idea because that‟s now how
we usually do here.
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●

2. In what ways can EA promote business innovation in IT-organizations?

● The first interviewee says that a common language, a nomenclature as he describes makes
it easier to cooperate and by extension promote business innovation. He gives an example
of the notation language Archimate and TOGAF.
● The second interviewee doesn‟t believe that her company at present can use EA to
promote business innovation, but does not go into detail in which ways it would promote
it.
● The third interviewee says that standardization and a common ground can be used as a
stepping stone to communicate from, lets other people in on equal terms which in turn
makes it possible for everyone join in with their opinions and creativity.
● All of the interviewees spoke of having a mixed framework containing bits and pieces
that fit into their own companies; this flexibility promotes business innovation by not
pigeonholing the users into a set methodology.
3.1 What are the possible positive consequences of using EA to create business innovation
with regards to IT?
● The first interviewee states that EA helps you make priorities when making decisions
about the investment of money and time into solutions.
● The first interviewee‟s statement that EA had not helped with innovation and creativity,
which included a statement regarding interest networks that had emerged within the
company with the purpose of helping employees, sustain the feeling of innovation,
motivating them and giving them a chance to interact with and support likeminded
individuals.
● The first interviewee spoke of that their chosen framework is flexible enough that it
allows the company to adapt to new market challenges.
● The first interviewee says that a possible consequence is that you can see a “red thread”
going from parts, such as visions and business models, down to the lower levels of
processes; and to see which are involved where.
● The first interviewee discussed the conservation of ideas as being the whole point of
Enterprise Architecture and related frameworks.
● The second interviewee gives the example that EA has the positive consequence of
making services easier to adapt to other companies that use EA, improving the rate of
changes and concept reinvention.
● The second interviewee mentions that the effect of Enterprise Architecture is that it gives
those in decision making positions a greater visibility of its effects on the company.
● The first, the second interviewee and the third interviewee said that by being and
Enterprise Architect they can have regular meetings and share ideas with other Enterprise
Architects who understand each other in order to come up with new ways to do something
and a different thinking.
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● The second interviewee mentions that her involvement with a group focused on EA, that
share her interest and field, has the benefit of getting a person into a creative mindset; not
only in the workplace but also in the home.
● The third interviewee says that EA does not make you creative, but it helps you perform
your day to day activities in a way that lets you find the time to be creative.

3.2 What are the possible negative consequences of using EA to create business innovation
with regards to IT?
● The first interviewee‟s statement that EA had not helped with innovation and creativity,
and therefor required the users to create meetings or other social activities to compensate
for the lack of being able to keep creativity and innovation within the company through
EA.
● The second interviewee says that EA and its layers create a hindrance for creative
solutions and innovations and that the politics together with the bureaucracy players
major part in this.
● The second interviewee took up the issue with sub-optimization, the act of optimizing
solutions for a fraction of the company without balance.
● The second interviewee says that the extensive use of standardization throughout the
whole company has made it feel less personal, and thus leading to a lack of pure joy of
creativity as there is a very high chance that you will never see, or be aware of what your
work actually led to.
● The third interviewee says that it‟s very usual to get stuck in old trenches and continue
using methods and structures known to work.
● The third interviewee mentions that getting stuck on a framework in EA is as trying to
cook a three course meal including whine by only going to ICA Maxi, and thus not being
able to buy the whine, in other words, by staying focused on a framework, you might miss
out on what you actually might need.
● The third interviewee said that in order to keep the ideas and innovations fresh, there is a
need for employing new consultants, and after around two years it‟s usual that they get
too used to the system at the company.
● The third interviewee states the problem of implementing something in large companies
using EA, but that you can be creative in your own area of influence.
4. Which companies that have tried to create business innovation with regards to IT
through EA have failed?
● The first interviewee has no knowledge of company failure, but is sure that there are
companies out there that have failed with EA for other reasons.
● The second interviewee doesn‟t know of any companies that have tried this.
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● The third interviewee says that there is at least one project that he knows of that came to a
standstill, and could not continue due to the lack of support from the management, but
now many years later is being considered again.
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5.2 Analysis procedure explained
Our results from our interviews are in the form of answers and empirical data which will be
analyzed with the qualitative method SWOT which was introduced earlier in chapter 3.3.
The data gathered is plentiful and will be put in a matrix for better identifying of important
factors. We will try to focus our analysis around our research questions and find answers for them
through the analyzing process.
We will also perform a circular model analyses as described in chapter 3.4 by iterating and going
through our “Case-SWOT”s and try to combine them into what we will call a “Cross-CaseSWOT” for further evaluation.
The Case-SWOT will consist of a matrix with important aspects taken into consideration
regarding the current case. One will be performed for each company, i.e. Ericsson, Volvo and
Capgemini. As we put the corresponding findings into each one of them we will start to see a
pattern or an image that will tell us more. This will work by us putting what each of the Case
companies expresses to be the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats of EA,
innovation and creativity. We will by then insert these three individual Case-SWOTs into a
combined Cross-Case-SWOT to find out what exactly are the main factors in their cases and a
better understanding of how it can help us get closer to our answers for our research questions.

5.3 Analysis
5.3.1 Case-SWOT - Ericsson
In Case-SWOT Ericsson we discovered what we perceived and interpreted as strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats. The majority of the results found belonging to the first
interviewee are placed into the strengths column; these were those that spoke about EA
positively.
The strengths spoke of networking, business modeling canvas, the ability to mix different
frameworks to better fit the needs of the company, being able to see a red thread, conserving
ideas and that regular meetings were used in order to produce ideas and innovations. Of the
weaknesses we only discovered one definite that we could place into that category, that EA
doesn‟t aid innovation and creativity; needing other compensating parts. The opportunities of
Enterprise Architecture that seemed to fit in was that it can function as a common ground and
regarding the statement that the frameworks being flexible enough for companies to adapt to new
market challenges. We could not identify any threats from what the interviewee had to say.
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Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Networks to share EA
doesn‟t
aid
ideas
available innovation
and
through EA.
creativity, needing
user
social
interactions
to
compensate for the
lack of.

EA functions as a
common ground, a
stepping stone to
communicate and be
creative from.

BMC for coming up
with
new
ideas
during meetings.

The framework is
flexible enough that
it
allows
the
company to adapt to
new
market
challenges.

Threats

Mixes different EA
frameworks to fit
needs.
The ability to see a
“red thread” throughout the business.
EA helps conserve
company ideas.
Regular meetings to
come up with new
ideas.
Our first interviewee‟s general opinion of EA was quote: “It is a fantastic good analytical tool if
you know to use it right, but it’s not easy.”
He also had these things to say about EA when going into how EA is connected to innovation:
“There are always new areas emerging and everyone cannot be trained or understand
everything, but if more people, in our and other peoples companies, knew EA, then I believe it
would contribute more to innovation.”
On general benefits of using EA he first stated this:
“So if you are going to build a machine, you will for example probably need a series of computer
systems around this, a few processes to be able to develop this product and you will need
information and certain applications. This is when Enterprise Architecture is a perfect aid to
develop this.”
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And then he added this:
“He says that this is what the clients really want. If you go down to the chief of data and say that
it will take two years and cost a fantastical amount of money, he won’t be happy”...“Enterprise
Architectures strength lies with helping you see exactly what changes need to be made among
different computer systems.”
5.3.2 Case-SWOT - Volvo IT
As with the previous Case-SWOT we took our results and placed it into a matrix, which for this
SWOT showed us that there were more examples of perceived weaknesses from the interview.
Visually the matrix shows that the numbers of weaknesses are followed closely by the strengths
and opportunities, but once again we found no threats.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Networks to share EA hampers the
ideas
available innovations within
through EA.
the company by
culling those that
don‟t benefit the
bigger picture.

External frameworks
can be used for
handling innovation
and creativity, such
as COBIT.

Mixes different EA EA‟s size has an
frameworks to fit effect
on
the
needs.
companies
capabilities of using
it creativity and gain
innovations from it is
in direct relation to
their maturity level.

EA functions as a
common ground, a
stepping stone to
communicate and be
creative from.

EA makes services Suffers from the
easier to adapt to “Not-invented-here”
other companies that syndrome.
use EA, improving
the rate of changes
and
concept
reinvention.
Decision
makers
have
a
greater
visibility of EA‟s
effects
on
the

Different teams do
not always want to
take on someone
else‟s team‟s idea.
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Threats

company
Groups that share
interests and fields,
have benefits of
getting into creative
mindsets; not only in
the workplace but
outside the company.

EA and its layers
create a hindrance
for creative solutions
and innovations and
that the politics
together with the
bureaucracy players
major part in this.

Regular meetings to Occurrences of subcome up with new optimization, the act
ideas.
of
optimizing
solutions
for
a
fraction
of
the
company
without
balance.
The extensive use of
standardization
throughout the whole
company has made it
feel less personal and
thus
hampering
creativity.
Interviewee two answered this when asked about their internal company culture:
“We are on our way into a culture, or a business strategy, which purpose is to be an effective
industry in our areas. So that it will become standards and that we can hand over everything to
India or China, and it becomes much more impersonal.”
This is later followed by: “The innovation and creativity that we have here now, helps to
standardize and streamline, streamline and standardize, so that someone else can perform the
job.”
Interviewee two has this to say about how EA affects the different hierarchy levels of the
company: ““Not-invented-here”, it is not obvious that you embrace a new creative idea or
innovation, if it isn’t sold to you in the right way. As I said there are many obstacles along the
way.”
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5.3.3 Case-SWOT - Capgemini
For our third Case-SWOT we could see a more balanced matrix, with an equal amount of internal
strengths and weaknesses but also the same for opportunities and threats. This is also the first
time that threats appear in the threats-column.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Networks to share Suffers from the EA lets you have Relying too much on
ideas
available “Not-invented-here” time to be creative.
EA can lead to
through EA.
syndrome.
“business as usual”
influence.
BMC for coming up Different teams do
with
new
ideas not always want to
during meetings.
take on someone
else‟s team‟s idea.

EA functions as a
common ground, a
stepping stone to
communicate and be
creative from.

“Religion
wars”
threaten to steal
focus from the real
problems.

Mixes different EA Employees get too
frameworks to fit used to the system
needs.
after a time.
Regular meetings to Difficulty
to
come up with new implement
ideas.
something new in
large
companies
using EA.
Share
and
collaborate
new
ideas through fresh
new staff using a
shared
common
language, EA.

Chance of getting
stuck
in
“old
trenches” by overuse
of known to work
methods.

Our third interviewee had many different opinions regarding EA, innovation and creativity. One
of which was quote: “The problem is if you see EA as a religion. It will be like throwing a
spanner into the works. And since there are so many EA-frameworks it easily becomes religion
wars. The problem that is supposed to be fixed is then forgotten”.
Another interesting opinion he had regarding the use of EA was: “To keep it tidy and in good
order, the daily activities that you perform, gives a possibility for creativity. It doesn’t make you
creative, but it gives you the opportunity to be creative”.
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5.3.4 Cross-Case SWOT
This Cross-Case SWOT is a compilation of the various statements that the interviewees had and
our interpretations of where on the SWOT they would fit, giving us an overview of what the
interviewees counted as strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Though it occurred that
the interviewees spoke of the same or similar concepts, we only show one version of each. Trendwise we can see that the opportunities and threats are the lowest, while the strengths and
weaknesses are clearly in the majority. It is also worth noting that there is only a majority on the
internal strengths and weaknesses and that the statements only relate to things that are done
within the company or can be done from it.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Networks to share EA doesn‟t aid
ideas
available innovation
and
through EA.
creativity, needing
user
social
interactions
to
compensate for the
lack of.

Opportunities

Threats

EA functions as a Relying too much
common ground, a on EA can lead to
stepping stone to “business as usual”.
communicate and be
creative from.

BMC for coming up EA hampers the EA lets you have
with new ideas innovations within time to be creative.
during meetings.
the company by
culling those that
don‟t benefit the
bigger picture.
Mixes different EA EA‟s size has an
frameworks to fit effect
on
the
needs.
companies
capabilities of using
it creativity and gain
innovations from it
is in direct relation
to their maturity
level.

The framework is
flexible enough that
it
allows
the
company to adapt to
new
market
challenges.

The ability to see a Suffers from the
“red
thread” “Not-invented-here”
through-out
the syndrome.
business.

External
frameworks can be
used for handling
innovation
and
creativity, such as
COBIT.

EA helps conserve Different teams do
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“Religion
wars”
threaten to steal
focus from the real
problems.

company ideas.

not always want to
take on someone
else‟s team‟s idea.

Regular meetings to EA and its layers
come up with new create a hindrance
ideas.
for
creative
solutions
and
innovations and that
the politics together
with the bureaucracy
players major part in
this.
EA makes services
easier to adapt to
other companies that
use EA, improving
the rate of changes
and
concept
reinvention.

Occurrences of suboptimization, the act
of
optimizing
solutions
for
a
fraction
of
the
company
without
balance.

Decision
makers
have
a
greater
visibility of EA‟s
effects
on
the
company

The extensive use of
standardization
throughout
the
whole company has
made it feel less
personal and thus
hampering
creativity.

Groups that share Suffers from the
interests and fields, “Not-invented-here”
have benefits of syndrome.
getting into creative
mindsets; not only
in the workplace but
outside
the
company.
Regular meetings to Employees get too
come up with new used to the system
ideas.
after a time.
Share

and Difficulty

to
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collaborate
new
ideas through fresh
new staff using a
shared
common
language, EA.

implement
something new in
large
companies
using EA.
Chance of getting
stuck
in
“old
trenches” by overuse
of known to work
methods.

5.4 Result summary
As a way for easier illustrating our Cross-Case-SWOT‟s result, we have chosen to use a 2-D
column diagram.

Figure 17 – A visual summarization of our Cross-Case-SWOT for the readers’ leisure.

This is a representation of the Cross-Case SWOT from chapter 5.3 and we have chosen to add all
of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats that we identified in the Case-SWOTs.
Using SWOT, Hedman and Kalling (2002), we were able to put each attribute in its
corresponding strength, weakness, opportunity or threat; as we saw fit. Each of the found
attribute is unique, meaning that two of the same strengths will not be counted as two when
combined and represented in both the Cross-Case-SWOT and Cross-Case-Diagram. This will
give us a fairer image of what the actual pros and cons are, rather than how many of them there
are.
By now we have enough information to start trying to break down any information we have into
some answers for our research questions.
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1. What are the hazards and possibilities of Enterprise Architecture?
During our interviews we found that two of them said they used Osterwalder‟s BMC for creating
new business ideas and IT solutions which seems to validate the benefits of using the fairly new
technique. Another common entity during all the interviews was that they all had specialized
departments handling the innovation, by such names as “New Business Model”. All three also
had the social networks as a common standpoint, where much of the innovative and creative
thinking came from, this was not anything demanded of them but rather seen as something
encouraged as it greatly helped keep the innovative spirit going. The technique Brainstorming
was mentioned as well, which has also been used during these said networks, or meetings. This
supports and validates what D. Couger (1996) discusses when he discusses that creativity is the
result of working structurally.
Our interviewees had mixed feeling regarding if EA hampered business innovation in IT
organizations or not, one stating that it didn‟t and that the structure of EA played no part in
hampering at all. Due to EAs‟ complexity and vastness it becomes an apparent problem that it‟s
not easy to learn, and will take many years to fully utilize; none of the interviewed gave any
impression of the opposite.
Hampering of business innovation in IT organizations is also made by internal conflicts between
different factions, such as teams not wanting to apply a new or different method or technique
because of the “Not-invented-here” syndrome which was present in two of the three
organizations. Another problem that could arise due to Enterprise Architecture is when it
becomes, as one of our interviewees so eloquently put it, a religion with various interpretations,
leading to conflicts and struggles between groups that attempt to put forward their own way of
EA as the correct one; and like a religion it becomes a bastion of standards and policies, as stated
in Charles Araujo‟s (2010) article, but this focus standardization leads to a slower process,
inhibiting the IT‟s reaction ability to the needs of the business.
On the subject of internal conflicts, it comes in various forms, as a possible hindrance for EA;
with various factions within the company disputing things they don‟t agree with. Hampering is
also done by culling t hose innovative solutions that do not give a large enough benefit for the
bigger picture.
We also learned that by focusing so much on streamlining and standardization one can get the
feeling of it being impersonal, which hampered the feeling of being truly creative as your results
would likely not be seen by anyone, and yourself the least. This is something that Charles Araujo
(2010) speaks of in a way when he explains that businesses tends to focus too much on
streamlining and standardizing, and trying to reduce complexity, and this will actually inhibit the
IT‟s ability to react to business needs.
There was also the effect of “Business as usual” which meant that you get into the habit of just
following the protocol and processes without questioning if there is another way, or if it‟s really
necessary because the old techniques and methods still worked.
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2. In what ways can EA promote business innovation in IT-organizations?
One of the ways that EA can promote business innovation that came up during our interviews
was the general opinion that EA could be used as a form of standardized language, bridging gaps
between organizations, aiding in getting a single solid idea of what is supposed to be done,
something that Lankhorst (2005) also expresses as an important effect by creating ideas together;
transcending the various parts of the hierarchy and also by extension allowing for business IT
innovations. This supports what Winter R. and Fischer R, (2006) say about Enterprise
Architecture being used to create a unified IT environment. EA was mentioned a sort of stepping
zone, or a common ground to interact with other Enterprise Architects, and it is a necessity that
you are able to discuss it on equal terms, otherwise you will not be able to convey your ideas in
an understandable enough way for the others to give any sort of response to, a standardized
language is required.
One of the key benefits that all three of the interviewees mentioned several times was the mixed
framework approach which meant that you mixed the bits and parts that fit your need from the
different frameworks, such as TOGAF and Zachman into your own framework. This exactly
what Winter R. and Fischer R. (2006) talks about being usual in big corporations, and as all of
our interviewed companies are large this should also be the case for them, and as our research
finding proves, they all used several EA frameworks. This gives great flexibility and adaptability,
and is not bound to the organization as such, but can be different from case to case.
3.1 What are the possible positive consequences of using EA to create business innovation
with regards to IT?
There were two different camps that we noticed when the issue of EA creating business
innovation with regards to IT. Some of our interviewees thought that there was a positive
consequence from using it, while others didn‟t.
One of our interview subjects spoke of an EA providing the users with a “Red thread” of sorts,
allowing them to see larger parts of the organization and the processes within. This correlates
with what Ekstedt & Johnson (2007) says, about EA aiding corporations see causal chains within
their current/future structure. EA and its analytical way of doing things led the companies into
having more detailed and evaluated alternatives when making difficult decisions and
improvements, such as which IT-implementations should be realized, or in what order should the
services be developed and launched. This was a very important aspect for the need for a high
flexibility and movement.

Idea conservation is another benefit to using Enterprise Architecture in your organization, but we
never found out how it could aid in the process of conserving ideas. A way it could do this
however could be through communication of ideas between peers working with Enterprise
Architecture.
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Enterprise Architecture can have the positive benefit of aiding in employees daily routines, and
thus letting you be more creative when less time and resources need to be put on completing
these tasks.
3.2 What are the possible negative consequences of using EA to create business innovation
with regards to IT?
One of the interviewees mentioned that a negative consequence of using EA was the need for
meetings to supplement the creativity and innovation that didn‟t arise during the process of using
EA, becoming a required part if any of these were to be a part of EA. However, by meeting other
enterprise architects during these meeting they can cooperate and take a more leading role, which
coincides with what Heymowska, A (2006) promotes.
Internal politics, bureaucracy and other internal factors within the company that slow or
otherwise hinder changes from being made can be considered negative consequences; especially
when implementations that could have been beneficial to the company as a whole are turned
down due to previous mentioned factors. A concept that Charles Araujo (2010) introduces is that
focusing too much on, for example, standardization together with reuse, a way often chosen for
risk avoiding and taking the same method paths the company has always taken.
Sub-optimization, the act of optimizing in a way that only serves to benefit one small part of the
company is one of the negative consequences that can arise when using EA. As instead of
benefiting everyone, an idea is modified through discussion into a form that benefits one more
than the other. Something, Ekstedt & Johnson (2007) talks about is that the different structures in
the company should support each other; the example given was a model of causal flow which we
introduced in our Figure 6 in chapter 3.1. By Sub-optimizing the company you do not support the
company as a whole and will instead not be able to see the casual chains within their
current/and/or future structure, to see what scenario choice will lead them to what goal and what
part of the company supports the other.
EA brought with it standardization and bureaucracy, in hopes to improve efficiency and
streamline, but it was not only for the good, there were thought that this made it less personal,
and the benefits of ones work was not always apparent, this made it by extension so that the joy
of creativity was hurt. The bureaucracy that EA brings is in the form of a hierarchy through the
different architectural layers that creates less freedom as the results are passed down according to
Winter R. and Fischer R. (2006), this can very much influence the performance and joy of
creativity as ones work simply becomes to standardize and follow a few set rules for further
passing it down the process chain.
There were numerous traps of falling into old routines and methods that had been used as a hands
on tool in many situations, this led going in to the projects unprepared, or as our interviewee three
put it when exemplifying with the “cooking a three course meal” story, as “You can‟t buy wine at
ICA-Maxi” by saying that you do not have all the necessary tools if you do not try to equip for
the given situation. The previous sentence exemplifies of how you can misuse EA, but according
to what we learnt from Eksted & Johnson (2007) EA should allow the company to see the
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consequences of choosing one scenario for the other but also see what scenario leads to which
goal together with which part of the company supports which.
Working too much with EA lets you run the risk of being blindsided by the framework you are
currently using, placing too much focus on it and missing the actual needs. One of the negative
consequences we discovered that could arise when using EA could happen when you try to
implement things closely related to EA, such as products of using EA, in larger companies. The
size of the company could affect the difficulty that one encounters when you implement EA.
Winter R. and Fischer R, (2006), state that you should not limit yourself to one single framework
as they are created with the purpose of being generalized enough to be used by several types of
businesses, but instead you can use several EA-frameworks to support your corporations;
especially if you corporation is large.
4. Which companies that have tried to create business innovation with regards to IT
through EA have failed?
We did not find much in this topic, it could be due to fact that EA is relatively new as our first
interviewee pointed out, and has not been around for a long time, thus not giving time for any of
these implications to clearly show up. We got one example from our last interview, which said
that he knew of one such case, and that it was put on standstill due to the management not
agreeing, but that it recently had been taken up again.

5.5 Empirical survey versus Theory
During our interviews we found it to be true that there indeed seem to be multiple layers or a
hierarchy of interactions due to the Enterprise Architecture, which verifies the theory by Winter
R. and Fischer R. (2006) introduced in chapter 3.
During our Literature Review we found out the four most prominent Frameworks used in EA
today. Later on during our interviews we also found that all of the interview subjects knew these
Frameworks and also had used them at one point or on a daily basis.
Creativity in Information Systems organizations mentioned lot of different techniques that could
be used to enhance creative thinking in your employees, and it was found during our empirical
survey that such techniques indeed are used in Information System environments, one such
example is Brainstorming. Couger (1996) talks about internal blockages that everyone has that
hinders them from reaching their inner potential, meaning that different techniques can be used in
order to bring out this creative potential in the workspace and is not limited to those mentioned,
and this is what we discovered. In some cases new creativity techniques were attempted and with
success, this proves what Couger (1996) mentioned about unlocking the potential creativity
within you regardless of technique. Another connection that we found between our empirical
survey and our gathered theory was that we found what Cougar (1996) had said about companies
having specialized departments to be true, validating this part of the theory, as our interview
subjects discussed this concept during the interviews. Origin-oriented creativity, discussed in the
article by Couger, Higgins & McIntyre (1993), was the most common creativity that we could
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identify during our interviews, as each of our interviewees stated that the dominant source of
creative thinking came from outside the company (i.e. outside of processes) in their own free
time, such as hobbies or reading the morning paper.
Business Model Innovation proved to not be used as widely as we thought, due to its very short
lifespan. In one of the interviews it was stated that they had started using it as recently as 2010,
the same interviewee stated that it was still very uncommon to see companies using it, it mostly
being due to the short lifespan of BMI. Two of three interviewees had experiences with this
technique and were also very positive about the benefits of using it, which could validate the
claims of Osterwalder & Pigneur, that it could be used in conjunction with other companies‟
techniques and strategies without replacing the current ones, only serving as an extra supplement.
Relentless focus on Business Strategy, discussed by Araujo C. (2006), showcased in Figure 16
(Chapter 3.10.1), and was mentioned by two of our interviewees, as a very important aspect of
their performed duties. Culture of continual innovation was also mentioned by all of our
interview subjects, it was however very uncontrolled and free, not forced in any way, and thus
there was the choice of not participating and each had to seek their own way of innovating in the
workspace. This slightly validates but also falsifies the theory, by not thoroughly following
through with the innovation process. When going further along to Applying a model of adaptable
execution we found no proof of such a thing, but rather opposite as standardization and
streamlining seemed to be the most dominant driving force at work.
Marc Lankhorst (2005) explores the concept of shifting the enterprise towards service orientation,
pointing out that EA is better at being creative and innovative when involving service orientated
enterprises. Service orientation was the identified theme during our empirical survey, each and
every one of our interviewees emphasized the need of delivering a service or finished product in
the form of a service performed during a period of time. As all three of our chosen companies are
highly successful in their branches, we can conclude that theory that Lankhorst (2005) presents is
validated, or has signs validity in our particular case.
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6 Discussion
6.1 Conclusions
After having performed all of the interviews we found that it is common for companies to use
special departments in order to produce innovations and be creative, this is not something that
you get by following an EA framework, but is something all the three companies have chosen to
add. We can see from this that EA seems to need a supplement of creative thinking and
innovation in order to work for the companies. Though a framework known as COBIT, short for
Cost Based IT Decisions, was given as an example of a framework that can handle both
innovation and creativity; though how and in what way we have not examined further, as this was
a rather unexpected result and was not mentioned in any of our theories. This need for
supplements is further evident when you take into consideration that all three of the interviewees
unanimously agreed that most of their creative thinking came from networks and groups built for
sharing ideas, one mentioned method was brainstorming, and these networks and groups was not
something that the management ordered, but was an initiative taken by the employees
themselves. Although it was said that it was supported by the management. We can see from this
that both the innovation labs, and the created groups and networks seems like a must for being
able to sustain the creativity, but also that frameworks such as TOGAF is open enough to let you
pick your bits and pieces into what will fit your enterprise most. This also proved to be the most
common approach; you do not limit yourself to a specific framework, but rather choose to
embrace a couple in hopes to furthering your coverage so to speak. Our interviewee spoke of not
closing yourself into a specific toolbox, but to open up and listen to what you actually might
need. Our allegation was that in order to be creative when using EA you will need a supplement,
in form of Osterwalder‟s BMC or any other mean to fulfill that creativity sought after. These
previously mentioned factors all points towards this being the case. BMC specifically was not as
used as we had previously thought; this is probably due to its relatively short life time as one of
the interviewees said. But being creative at work was not something that all of the interviewees
agreed on, actually two of them said that their main source of creativity demanded that you at
times you must step away from your workplace in order to conceive of creative ideas or
innovations, either alone or in groups. Creative and innovative thinking can spring from other
sources than work related environments and conditions, an important source seems to be a hobby
originated in the form of creativity, such as music, art and photography. As our interviewee three
put it eloquently: “As an Enterprise Architect you need to both be a technician and an artist.”
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There were several things that were discovered over the course of this study. One of these things
was that was discovered was the acknowledgement of the existence of several tools that you can
use in order to promote creativity and innovation within the company. The use of Enterprise
Architecture as a common language of sorts that can be useful in aiding companies cooperate
with each other, making services easier to adapt to other companies. Other than as a common
language Enterprise Architecture can be useful as an aid for decision-making processes involving
the investment of money and time into solutions, granting a greater visibility of the effect that EA
has on the company and grants the viewer a “red thread” of sorts to follow.
Amongst our interview subjects we soon discovered that there are mixed opinions of if Enterprise
Architecture has a positive or negative effect on Innovation and Creativity. Another that the drive
to be creative can be hampered of extensive use of standardization makes it less personal. That
the several layers together with EA have a negative impact on creative solutions and innovations,
the inner politics and bureaucracy as possible culprits playing major parts in this, though these
are not the only things that can have a negative impact; our interviewees giving us examples of
“Not-invented-here”, wherein a certain solution isn‟t adapted into the company or department due
to it not having been invented there. Another reason for the possible hampering of creativity was
that it was easy to get stuck in old trenches as one interviewee put it, meaning that once you get
used to a certain work method you more than often stick to it, rather than looking for alternatives
available. This is closely related to the business as usual concept introduced, which spoke of a
phenomenon of hiring new consultants, which meant that companies more or less are required to
hire in new consultants, since they are being “worn out” and a replacement is needed in order to
keep ideas and innovations produced on a certain level of freshness. The majority of the
interviewees had no previous knowledge of companies failing in the use of EA in the way we
described previously, while the other spoke of an example but the reasoning behind it was due to
lack of support from management, not EA itself.
One very interesting thing that we discovered and had not even considered a possibility was the
concept of Enterprise Architecture acting as a form of religion with many different interpretations
and doctrines, each with their own fundamentalist belief who always argues that their particular
viewpoint or framework is the correct one. Twice in the interviews the concept of EA as a
religion appeared, one as a more Evangelical one with its followers spreading the word of
Enterprise Architecture for the benefit of others, the other being religion as a cause of conflict
within the company. This leads to a form of “religious” warfare between the various factions,
leading to that it steals focus from the actual problem.
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After our thorough study we have come to the conclusion that the different EA frameworks do
not incorporate or take into consideration of any of the supplements often used for aiding
creativity and innovation used on a daily basis.
As a final conclusion to our research we have made a simple condensed model of our perceived
reality of EA based on our experience gained from the interviews, Document Study and
Literature Review that together form the basis of our research. We discovered that companies
often encourage their employees to perform acts that produce creative and/or innovative
solutions, such as working in networks. It should be noted that our research did not show any
concrete evidence that a business strategy promoting innovation is a part of Enterprise
Architecture. This influences a company‟s Enterprise Architecture and then the resulting product
of the supplements influence is later used for the company‟s IT. The model shown below is an
evolved version of our first model developed in chapter 1.5 where we introduced our perceived
disconnect between innovation and EA.

Figure 18 – A model of our perception of how Enterprise Architecture really functions.
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6.2 Implications for Informatics
An implication based on the results that we have is that we have found a connection of sorts
between Enterprise Architecture, Creativity and Innovation.
Since Enterprise Architecture has its roots in Informatics, it is of interest as to how our result
implicates informatics as a research subject. Informatics is a subject that is under constant
renewal and change and it is therefore of great importance to be able to both develop and adapt to
new situations before your potential weaknesses cripple you in the current or future new markets.
EA should therefore not to be taken as a miracle solution to your problems or needs.
We learn from our research that Enterprise Architecture and its different interpretations in forms
of frameworks is not to be used exclusively and needs to be used in conjunction with creative
environments such as networks and groups; where the ideas can be fostered and shared with other
enterprise architects, speaking the same “language”. Other than networks you must be willing to
look for other supplements and solutions to remain flexible enough to adapt to new market, new
times, new technologies or other challenges; to not be left in the dust by your competitors. A
common solution for all the three cases was that they had mixed a framework with other
frameworks which is supported by Winter R. and Fischer R. (2006) in the chapter 3.1. This
means that you cannot learn a specific framework and go from there, but rather you need to learn
from several frameworks; to know what their weaknesses and strengths are, so that you can
combine them together in such a way that it is tailored for the specific needs called upon by the
situation and your company.
One of the implications that we found was that regardless of what type of framework our
interview subjects used, they needed some form of tool, method or other supplement for
innovation and creativity. Some were aware of and used BMI as a supplement, created by
Osterwalder A. and Pigneur Y. (2010), or used meetings and social networks to gain it, letting us
see that innovation and creativity are not products of EA, but rather a product of the people
connected working together in some way. This was overall the more popular choice, and the
research also showed that BMI was still not used by many; more time is needed for a fairer
picture to be painted regarding its implications for EA.
Something that we did not find during our research was a possible solution for IT contributing
equally with business innovation, presented by Heymowska, A. (2006). In none of our interviews
did we detect the that enterprise architects took a leadership role with business leaders, or that IT
contributed equally with the innovation to align the companies IT with overall business strategy.
The implications for the developer can be that one should try to imprint on the followers of the
framework that the framework is not meant as a one-size fits all, that following it too strictly can
lead to that your framework isn‟t fully adapted to your needs and requirements. The freedom to
be able to find your own creativity is something that is strongly encouraged, both in the
workspace and outside. This is something that Couger, Higgins & McIntyre (1993) discusses
about the origins of creativity in IS-organizations that creativity can stem from the presence or
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absence of environmental conflict but also the result of a process. At the place of work you
shouldn‟t attempt to force creativity and innovation through meetings and such, but instead let the
creativity come from whichever source it may be, such as the example given to us during our
interviews, by reading a book and meeting once a week discussing it.
What we found out from these interviews that we performed are that there does indeed seem to
exist several layers in EA, and it has its implications, such as the interruption of creative ideas
going between working teams due to both the divided thoughts among teams, and the “notinvented-here” concept introduced in the interviews. There is also the appearance of suboptimization, by which a solution is optimized for a fraction of the company without balance.
We also learned from the interviews that while EA might hamper some of the creative thinking
between the layers, it does allow you to easier relay your own ideas with other personnel, both
down in the hierarchy, and up, as long as they are educated in the same common language as you
are, such as TOGAF and are willing to listen.
Regarding Charles Araujo‟s (2010) claim that EA has become a bastion of standards, and might
stifle your innovation, and that the solution is in EA itself. We find no evidence from our
interviews of such a solution within EA itself. We found that there are many ways to align your
creativity in your company to the overall goals, but none were due to EA, but rather as extras, or
optional activities such as the networks created by like-minded Enterprise Architects to exchange
ideas and experience. We do however find a lot of acknowledgement for that the “bastion of
standards” as he puts it, does indeed bear the potential of stifling your innovation. The
complexity and sheer size of companies was one of the reasons we got from our analyzed data, it
was difficult to get ideas and innovations through to the rest of the company, and many times the
results were also not apparent to most of the employees. This together with a policy for not
deploying new strategies unless a big enough part of the company was affected is something that
reminds us of what sheer size can do to a company.
One could say though, that his allegation is somewhat true, as we also found support for that the
correct usage of EA might be able to support creativity, but that it was very difficult, and it had
only been accomplished in a couple of cases, which makes it a less than desirable result.

6.3 Method and result evaluation
We chose early in our study to perform a qualitative study with an hermeneutic approach which
was introduced in chapter 2.3, this has suited our needs well as it lead us to be able to perform
our interviews for taping into that experience and knowledge we so much needed for answering
our research questions. Our research approach has been through deduction, i.e. studying a theory
and trying to confirm it in reality. We found that this strategy gave us a great insight, as the
theory and practice differ on many points, and without the deductive insight we never would have
been able to see at as clearly as we do now. We went through different phases during our
research, from an explorative phase into a descriptive phase, first we started by asking our
questions, which needed us to broaden our view point and to perform a lot of Literature Review
and Document Studies as the area was new to us and what type of data we really needed was
difficult to pinpoint, checking various books, online articles and any other literature sources we
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could find; which after performing the interviews led us into a descriptive phase where we tried
summarize the knowledge we had gained through the qualitative analysis method SWOT.
By triangulation, introduced in chapter 2.8, of different sources of data, such as our face-to-face
interview performed, together with our two phone interviews and wide differences of source
material we believe that we have gained a level of quality suitable for our research. This is further
implied by us finding perspectives for and against our assumption on the topic, such as Charles
Araujo (2010), but also criticizing the problem at hand such as Lankhorst (2005) and Couger
meaning that standardization and methods do not mean that your innovation and creativity needs
to suffer. Having performed multiple samplings in different environments this ensures us that that
the validity of the data is high.
We have started of our interviews by asking a series of introductory questions trying to get a
grasp of their current situation, basic information such as daily activities at work, and general
information that can yield us relevant information about interviewees. Communication was not
only one way, but questions were in turn asked and answered to best of our knowledge in order to
enlighten both ourselves and our interviewee subjects as well as instilling a feeling of friendliness
and comfort. This helps us achieve a validity of our research, as discussed in chapter 2.8.
As EA has many interpretations in form of frameworks it is difficult to learn all of them, and as
we learned from our interviewees it takes many years of experience to fully use them correctly
and perhaps not even then. But nonetheless we feel that our research has been important since EA
is a very hot topic right now, and it is often seen as something as a self-declared solution for your
needs, something which we find out that it clearly is not. By reading up on the different theories,
such as EA and its frameworks we were able to not only pin point accurate questions, but also
follow-up questions without having to contact them later on for further information.
When it comes to the content and performance of our interviews there were a few things that
came up during that served as a positive learning experience. In our interviews the formulation of
our questions varied, some being vague, causing us to have to explain what we meant with the
question, while others were direct and specific, leading to answers that very close or exactly what
we were after. It also introduced us to several new concepts previously unknown for us. And as
we performed a qualitative study, follow-up questions and further explanation of our own where
not a problem, as we could ensure that we fully understood each other, something which would
have been impossible had we performed a quantitative research approach.

The method of recording and documentation took form in two ways, one was during the face to
face interview where we recorded the interview and took notes of things that could be interesting
during it. The other way was during the telephone conferences, where we took notes but couldn't
measure any other responses other than vocal. The transcription of all of collected interview
material was the most time consuming due to the method of recording we had chosen and how
we did it, where we recorded at the same time as the phone conference was proceeding, leading
to a less decipherable recording later on. Something to keep in mind if put in a similar situation.
Despite this the interviews, and later transcriptions; yielded a lot of information, though not all
was applicable, it did give us a deeper insight into how our interview subjects perceive the
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concepts we have learnt from our various literature sources in a real world environment, also
serving as an interesting experience to take with us into other matters of life.
During our study we cited many of the important answers we got during the interviews in order to
give validity to our claims, also giving our research a higher level of quality as described in
chapter 2.8. We also made sure to ask the interviewees for their consent of certain information
regarding either their person or their company and extended offers to them for pre-release copies.
We also tried to be as helpful as possible by submitting the questions in advance when asked. As
we learned through our research question number four, our Literature Review, Document Study
as well as from our interviews the topic chosen is a mostly unexplored area, which we believe
gives good insight and credibility for our research. As we did not have an experience or
knowledge of the area we did not have any preconceived image of the different theories, methods
and processes. We approached the study with an open mind to find out more of the topics chosen.
This is only one of the few reasons that we feel that we have gained a trustworthy result, and a
high quality.
By going through an explorative phase we gained a very broad perspective of EA, Innovation,
Creativity, and the different frameworks, together with performing interviews with three of the
most successful companies in the world, we are succeeding in two areas, one could say that on a
bi-polar spectrum, we are winning one end with the theoretical background, and on the other end
with the empirical survey, in short, bi-winning.
From the interviews we have performed we gained a lot of raw data, this is displayed in a
summarized form, and is to increase the reliability and ability to make a holistically view point. It
also helps us present our work in a transparent way. This is further emphasized by us describing
our inner logic such as when we described our logic behind the different attributes in the SWOT
analysis, what we considered to be an internal Strength, Weakness etc. And this is why we chose
to make a Cross-Case-SWOT for a better overview.
By going step by step, first from our raw untouched data, then to a re-written and shortened
version of each transcribed interview, and then follow by a summarization of each with the main
points corresponding to our research questions we have let the reader gain a view into the logic of
our work, and a great transparency, leading to the ability of the reader to question our results and
logic. Furthermore we have handed a copy of the transcriptions, the analysis and the result to
each of the interviewee for feedback in order to further improve the validity of the content.

6.4 Possibilities to generalize
During our research we have used very varied information sources, course material given at
lectures in college, online materials in form of company reports and academic papers, books
found on our own on the topics, and also advice on books from our mentor. As the topics we have
chosen is very broad, it is safe to say that any approach at a research will probably yield slightly
different variations, however, we feel that the results gained, in form of theoretical knowledge
and empirical knowledge leads to a genuine insight into the works of EA and creativity. The
frameworks existing in EA are far too many, and a selection was made, this was based on what
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were at the time the four most prominent and popular frameworks. This ensures that although we
are limited to that perspective, it is at least a good representation of the majority.
When it comes to our interviewees and their selection, they all come from major international
companies that work with IT and EA, each person having worked with EA for years and having
a in some ways similar backgrounds. They have a long going experience behind them, which
stretches even before the use of EA or rather before its invention as a concept. As they work at
three completely different companies, this together with their long experience in the field gives us
a broad image of the general interpretation of EA, and its link to Creativity and Innovation. Each
of our interviewees has experiences with techniques used for creativity and innovation which,
regardless of what type, seems to exist in some form or another. A possible flaw in our choice of
interviewees is that there are only three of them, a fairly limited number, had we chosen to have
more interviewees instead, it might have given a larger diversity of opinions. Doing this however
would have meant that a higher difficulty of deciphering the information gathered due to its sheer
volume and a much longer needed research phase.

6.5 Ideas for continued research
We found that the area researched is a very untouched topic, there have been many researches on
the topics of creativity and innovation and their relation to standardization and structuring, but it
has never been linked to how it affects the businesses IT through the popular EA. As our research
stands almost alone so far in this area, it is of interest for further studies for a more detailed
knowledge regarding EA and its connection to Innovation and Creativity. Another interesting
area of research would be on further evaluating the necessity of creativity and innovation for EA,
does it have a big impact or not? Is there any way to combine the creativity processes into the
frameworks? Would it be any better than using the now informal ways of contributing by
ungoverned meetings and unofficial networks with Enterprise Architects? Or is this perhaps
exactly what is needed, the need for an uncontrollable environment. The existence of people
using the frameworks religiously, with a negative impact, is an interesting perspective on the
frameworks of enterprise architecture and could be explored further.
Another field that could be further researched is creativity and innovation in IT, in the way that
D. Cougar has, but with the addition of EA. Our interviewees had knowledge of some ways that
you could try to promote creativity and innovation, but during our research our Literature Review
showed several more possible techniques and ways of thinking that you could follow, it was
interesting but much of what we found, specific techniques and such, could not be applied to our
study. Might there be a deeper possible connection between creativity, innovation and enterprise
architecture than the one that we have explored here, such as the importance of meetings and
networks, perhaps needing further and more thorough research for a better understanding.

THE END
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Appendix
Original Interview Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hej vad heter ni och vilket företag jobbar ni för?
Kan du beskriva lite kort för oss vad det är som ert företag/eller avdelning gör?
Vad är din position och vad är det du gör i företaget?
Om man nu tar hänsyn till vad det är du gör i företaget, skulle du kunna beskriva hur EA
kommer in i den uppgift som du utför?
5. Hur viktigt tycker du att det är med innovation och kreativitet på din arbetsplats?
6. Tycker du att ni lyckas vidbehålla er innovation och kreativitet med hjälp av EA?
7. Skulle du anse att det finns brist av innovation inom EA med hänsyn till just ert företag?
a. Om Ja: På vilket sätt finns det brist? - Vad skulle du säga är en möjlig lösning på
det?
8. Vilket ramverk (eller modifierade ramverk) använder ert företag? (Med ramverk menar vi
sådant som TOGAF, ZACHMAN osv).
9. Har du kunskaper om andra ramverk (TOGAF, Gartner, FEA, Zachman)?
a. Om ja: Är det något av dessa som är bättre lämpad att hantera innovation och
kreativitet?
10. Hur strikt följer ni ert valda ramverk (inom EA)?
11. Tycker du att ert ramverk är flexibelt nog med hänsyn till att kunna anta nya utmaningar
som marknaden ger?
a. Om inte: Hur hanterar ni situationer när sådana utmaningar dyker upp?
12. När ni arbetar med ert ramverk, är ni fokuserade på eran överliggande företagsstrategi?
a. Följdfråga: Hur fokuserade skulle du säga att ni är?
13. Har du några egna tankar eller åsikter om att EA i vissa fall sätter käppar i hjulen på eran
kreativitet eller innovation i ert företag?
a. Om positivt/negativt: Hur har du fått denna uppfattning?
14. Anser du att Enterprise Architecture stödjer innovation eller kreativitet?
a. Om ja: På vilket sätt då?
b. Om nej: Upplever du att det saknas något för att åstadkomma detta?
15. Hur mycket påverkar Enterprise Architecture företagets olika hierarkiska nivåer? (Dvs.
De som fattar besluten ner till dem som utför arbetet)
16. Tror du att det finns ett hinder för innovation och kreativitet mellan de olika skikten i
företagets hierarki?
a. Om Ja: Vad anser du är ett sådant hinder?
17. Har du något kännedom om företag som försökt skapa innovationer inom sin IT genom
EA och som misslyckats?
18. Använder ni någon form av teknik(metodik) för att få fram kreativa idéer eller
säkerhetsställa de ni har i ert företag?
19. Har ni någon person som är ansvarig för att utföra dessa tekniker?
20. Har ni några representanter från olika berörda avdelningar vid användning av denna
teknik rörande kreativitet?
a. Om ja: Vilka representanter har ni som berörs av ändringarna?
b. Följdfråga: Anser du att det är tillräckligt stor mångfald åldermässigt,
erfarenhetsmässigt osv, när dessa representanter möts?
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21. Använder ni supplement för att stödja kreativitet och aktiviteter som genererar innovation
inom företaget? (så som Business Model Canvas)
a. Om Ja: Vad använder ni för supplement då?
22. Har du hört talas om Business Model Canvas?
a. Om ja: Vart har du hört talat om Business Model Canvas?
23. Använder ni er av Business Model Canvas i ert företag?
a. Om Inte: Vad använder ni då?
24. Anser du att ni lyckats främja innovationsskapande inom ert företags IT?
25. Hur hade du själv gjort för att främja innovationsskapande inom ert företag?
26. Vart kommer det största delen av det kreativa tänkandet ifrån?
27. Hur skulle du som jobbar inom IT definera kreativitet?
28. Skulle du beskriva eran interna företagskultur som innovationssträvande?
a. Om Ja/Nej: Kan du exemplifiera detta?
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Translated Interview Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hello. What is your name and which company do you work for?
Could you briefly describe for us what it is that your company/or department does?
What is your position within the company and what do you do?
If you consider what you do within the company, could you describe how Enterprise
Architecture is part of the assignment that you perform?
5. How important do you think it is with innovation and creativity at your workplace?
6. Do you feel that you have been able to sustain your innovation and creativity with the
help of EA?
7. Do you consider there to be a lack of innovation within EA with a focus on your
particular company?
a. If Yes: In what way is it lacking? – What would you say is a possible solution for
it?
8. Which framework (or modified framework) does you company use? (With framework we
mean such as TOGAF, Zachman etc.).
9. Do you have knowledge of other frameworks (TOGAF, Gartner, FEA, and Zachman)?
a. If yes: Is there any of these that is better suited for handling innovation and
creativity?
10. How strictly do you follow your chosen framework (within EA)?
11. Do you feel that your framework is flexible enough considering being able to handle new
challenges given by the market?
a. If not: How do you handle it when such situations when challenges show up?
12. When you work with your framework, are you focused on your overlying company
strategy?
a. Follow-up question: How focused would you say you are?
13. Do you have any thoughts or opinions of EA sometimes putting spokes into the wheels of
your company‟s creativity or innovation?
a. If positive/negative: How have you received this perception?
14. Do you consider that Enterprise Architecture supports innovation or creativity?
a. If yes: In what way?
b. If no: Do you feel that there is something missing to achieve this?
15. How much does Enterprise Architecture affect the company‟s different hierachy levels?
(That is to say: From those that make the decisions down to the ones that perform the
work)
16. Do you think there is an obstacle for innovation and creativity between the different levels
in the company‟s hierarchy?
a. Yes: What would you consider such an obstacle?
17. Do you have any knowledge of companies that have tried to create innovations within
their IT through the means of EA and that have failed?
18. Do you use any form of technique (methodology) to gain creative ideas or to secure the
ones you already have in your company?
19. Do you have any person that is responsible for executing these techniques?
20. Do you have any representatives from different affected departments during the use of
techniques regarding creativity?
a. If yes: What representatives do you have that are affected by the changes?
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b. Follow-up question: Would you consider there to be a sufficiently large diversity
of representatives when these meet? (Age-wise, experience etc.)
21. Do you use supplements to support creativity and activities that generate innovation
within the company? (such as Business Model Canvas)
a. If Yes: What supplement do you use?
22. Have you heard of Business Model Canvas?
a. If yes: Where have you heard about Business Model Canvas?
23. Do you use Business Model Canvas in your company?
a. If Not: What do you use instead?
24. Would you consider that you have successfully promoted the creation of innovations
within your company‟s IT?
25. What would you yourself have done to promote the creation of innovations within your
company?
26. Where does the majority of the creative thinking come from?
27. How would you as an IT worker define creativity?
28. Would you describe your internal company culture as striving for innovation?
a. If Yes/No: Can you give an example?
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University of Borås is a modern university in the city center. We give courses in business
administration and informatics, library and information science, fashion and textiles, behavioral
sciences and teacher education, engineering and health sciences.
In the School of Business and Informatics (IDA), we have focused on the students' future needs.
Therefore we have created programs in which employability is a key word. Subject integration and
contextualization are other important concepts. The department has a closeness, both between
students and teachers as well as between industry and education.
Our courses in business administration give students the opportunity to learn more about
different businesses and governments and how governance and organization of these activities take
place. They may also learn about society development and organizations' adaptation to the outside
world. They have the opportunity to improve their ability to analyze, develop and control activities,
whether they want to engage in auditing, management or marketing.
Among our IT courses, there's always something for those who want to design the future of ITbased communications, analyze the needs and demands on organizations' information to design their
content structures, integrating IT and business development, developing their ability to analyze and
design business processes or focus on programming and development of good use of IT in
enterprises and organizations.
The research in the school is well recognized and oriented towards professionalism as well as design
and development. The overall research profile is Business-IT-Services which combine knowledge and
skills in informatics as well as in business administration. The research is profession-oriented, which
is reflected in the research, in many cases conducted on action research-based grounds, with
businesses and government organizations at local, national and international arenas. The research
design and professional orientation is manifested also in InnovationLab, which is the department's
and university's unit for research-supporting system development.
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